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PROJECT PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
TECHNIQUES FOR THE CANDU
PROGRAMME - AN OVERVIEW

The energy crisis and higher costs have imposed

the need for tighter control of completion time for

the construction of CANDU nuclear power plants.

System procedures and techniques to meet this

challenge have been developed and implemented by

the Planning and Scheduling Systems Branch at

Power Projects.

INTRODUCTION - THE NEED FOR A PLANNING
AND SCHEDULING SYSTEM

Under the unirent situation of world-wide
energy shortage, power requirements have become
critical. Governments and utility companies are under
increasing pressure to close the increasing gap be-
tween energy demand and supply, and this means
tighter planning and control of completion time and
cost for the construction of power plants.

Canada has responded to this challenge, among
other solutions, with the CANDU (Canada Deuterium
Uranium) nuclear programme which has set world-
wide records of production and performance.

At this point, some figures might make it easier
to grasp the size and complexity of a typical CANDU
project: one 600 MW unit (which could be part of a
multi-unit station) costs over $600 million and takes
about six years to complete. The projected capacity
to be installed under the CANDU programme will
exceed 16,000 MWby 1990, at a cost greater than 16
billion dollars.

Each nuclear power station is the result of the
closely coordinated effort of many different skills
applied in a variety of areas (often across inter-
national boundaries) in such a way that the work is
finished on time and within cost limits. (An im-
portant consideration is the long lead time necessary
for procuring heavy equipment.) Late completion
means lost revenue for the utility, penalty payments
and increased interest on borrowed capital. However,
if equipment is ordered too soon, or crews are
mobilized too early, large amounts of capital will sit
idle and the interest paid on it will be wasted.

This is why adequate planning is not only
necessary but mandatory, so that intelligent and
timely use of resources can be applied against meeting
each project's objectives and those of the programme
as a whole.

ROLE OF THE PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
SUSTEMS BRANCH AT AECL

The Planning and Scheduling Systems Branch
performs a triple role:

(a) Produce the Project Plan and Schedules given
the contract commitments.

(b) Collect and analyze the data that represent ,the
progress of the work performed, then advise
managt. jnt regarding action to keep the
project under control, and

(c) Coordinate and assist the different production
groups in order that their work may be per-
formed on schedule.

SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

The Planning and Scheduling System has been
developed to meet the following specified objectives:

(a) Provide the user with plans and schedules that
will show him what he has to do, how he will do
it (sequence) and when it will be done. This will
enable him to record and feed back the
necessary information for coordinating and
control purposes.

(b) Provide management at all levels with timely
summarized information suitable for its role and
on which it can decide and act.
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(c) Feed back current, predicted and trend data
which will enable management to be confident
about project status and alerted to the need for
preventive action.

SYSTEMS PRINCIPLES

To achieve the System Objectives, the Planning
and Scheduling System was designed on certain basic
principles. These are: multi-level schedules, manage-
ment by exception and management process cycle.

Multi-level Schedules

The system provides three levels of schedules
differing in scope and scale, and designed to
meet the needs of the three levels of manage-
ment (senior, middle, and production manage-

ment). These schedules are organized in accord-
ance with the Work Breakdown Structure and
are inter-related by means of common control
events. These schedules are: Master Schedules,
Coord ina t i ng Schedules and Production
Schedules.

Management by Exception

The management information structure is built
in a pyramid fashion: direction and require-
ments come from the top while status and feed-
back proceed the opposite way. Information,
together with overall trends, is summarized in
this upward flow. Deviations and problem areas
are highlighted in the progress reports so that
swift action can be taken when and where
required.
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Figure 2 — Management process cycle.

To be efficient, planning cannot be completely
centralized. The complexity of the work makes
this practically impossible. Planning and
Scheduling is centralized at the Project Master
level and at the Coordinating level. It is operated
by the Project Planning Group which, in con-
sultation with management, defines the project
requirements and provides direction to the Pro-
duction planning groups. These operate with a
certain degree of independence w'thin the guide-
lines established by the Project Planning Group.

Management Process Cycle

The system provides for the management pro-
cess cycle to function dynamically at all manage-
ment levels and within the scope of each
manager's responsibility. It enables direct par-
ticipation by each level of management in the
corresponding planning and scheduling activities.
The management process cycle is basically the
information-decision-action process. Its basic
steps are:

Planning - Basic objectives are defined, the
scope of work is broken down into detailed
activities, and responsibilites are assigned. The
logic sequence of activities is established.

Scheduling — The planned work activities are
committed to a specified time frame, given the
time constraints applicable to those activities
and the resources available for executing them.

Monitoring - The work in process is periodically
measured against the requirements of the
schedule and the degree of variance is deter-
mined.

Control — The impact of the schedule variances
is assessed. The control phase results in manage-
ment directives to implement corrective action
when necessary.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The basic steps of the Planning and Scheduling
System information flow process are outlined below.

(a) The Work Breakdown is prepared, showing the
division of the project into all its physical
elements and "end items".

(b) Based on the Work Breakdown Structure, the
Project Plan and the Master Schedule are pro-
duced showing important project "milestones"
on a calendar base.

(c) The project work is divided into "work pack-
ages" for the various functions (design, procure-
ment, construction and commissioning), so that
control can be exercised in a manageable and
economical manner. This facilitates the award of
construction and installation contracts.

(d) Detailed Critical Path Method (CPM) logic net-
works are prepared, compatible with the Master
Schedule covering all phases of the project:
design, procurement, construction and com-
missioning.

The CPM determines the minimum lime neces-
sary for project completion; it also classifies
chains of activities according to their criticality,
by comparing durations and sequence on the
network relative to the critical path. Slack or
float is identified for each activity and this
assists in resource allocation.

(e) Full commitment to the Network is obtained
from all participating groups.

(0 Production Schedules are prepared, including
development of manpower forecasts and re-
source levelling.

(g) The activities are monitored by monthly de-
tailed reviews of progress. Actual or potential
deviations from schedules are investigated and
corrective action to prevent or minimize such
deviations is taken. The network logic is revised
and the schedules are updated as required;
follow-up is carried out to ensure that the
planned remedial action is taken and that it is
effective.



Figure 3 - Planning and scheduling system operation flow chart.

(h) Given the large amounts of schedule progress
data collected at the production level, we have
made use of the digital computer's versatility to
assist us in this phase. The Engineering Check
List (ECL) is a computerized monitoring system
v/ith powerful sorting capabilities tailored to th'
needs of the different user groups.

(i) Monthly reports are prepared, showing status of
ali work phases, of commitments to date and of
other relevant information.

Note that, as a result of the dynamics of the
process, re-scheduling, re-planning or even re-
negotiating may be necessary. In real life cir-
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cuinslances it is impossible for any project to
follow [he original plan without deviations. Just
like the project itself, planning undergoes
constant change.

SYSTEM PROCEDURE

An imporlan! feature of the Planning and
Scheduling System is the System Operating Pro-
cedure, which outlines the flow of scheduling in-
formation. In so doing, it defines the role of each
organizational unit participating in the scheduling
system. For example, it explicitly mentions who
prepares, who reviews and who approves the various
scheduling documents. Also, how and by whom
schedule variances are identified and resolved are
delineated in the procedure.

CONCLUSIONS

As a dynamic tool, planning depends upon its
users for success. Like any other management system,
it relies heavily on people.

Direct participation from all levels of manage-
ment and performing organizations is absolutely

necessary and cannot be overemphasized. In a sense,
planning is an investment whose gains are realized
throughout the project. Just as production of special
equipment needs tooling set-up, so do projects of this
magnitude need a careful and systematic approach to
planning.
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CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING
TUBING MATERIALS FOR
CANDU STEAM GENERATORS

Corrosion resistance is the major consideration

in selecting tubing material for CANDU (Canada

Deuterium Uranium) steam generators. The con-

sequences of failure of steam generator tubing are:

loss of expensive heavy water coolant, and discharge

of primary circuit radionuclides to the environment.

Even if the tubing does not fail, high corrosion rates

can lead to high radiation fields around the primary

circuit caused by activated corrosion products.

Thus, corrosion, and additional considerations,

lead to the following steam generator tubing material

recommendations: for CANDU-BPHWR's (boiling

pressurized heavy water reactors) low-cobalt Incoloy-

800; for CANDU-PHWR's (pressurized, non-boiling,

heavy water reactors), low-cobalt Monel-400.

NOMENCLATURE

In this paper, abbreviated forms of the common
alloy names are used:

M-400 denotes the nickel-copper alloy specified in
ASIM-SP-163, commonly known as Monel-
400.*

1-600 denotes the nickel-chromium-ircn alloy
commonly known as Inconel-600*, but with
a more restrictive composition.

1-800 denotes the nickel-iron-chromium alloy
commonly known as lncoloy-800*, but with
a more restrictive composition.

HISTORY

Steam generator tubing selection has previously
been discussed by Atomic Energy of Canada
Um;ted (1-2).

1-600 tubing was used for the horizontal steam
generator at the NPD (Nuclear Power Demonstration)

*Registered trade mark, INCO, International Nickel
Company of Canada Limited.

25 MW(e)** demonstration plant and has given ex-
cellent service. This is attributed in part to the
horizontal configuration and in part to the lower
operating temperature as compared to pressurized
witer reactors (PWR's). M-400 alloy -vas used for
Douglas Point, Rajasthan Atomic Power Project
(RAPP), Karachi Nuclear Power Project (KANUPP)
and Pickering and was selected for these plants
because at that time there had been good experience
with fossil-fired plant feedwater heaters and 1-600
was considered too expensive. M-400 is being used
again for the four new reactors at Pickering (Pickerirg
B), with low cobalt content specified.

The Bruce A station steam generators have 1-600
tubing that was chosen at that time (1969)because it
was being extensively used in the nuclear industry
with apparent success. M-400 was thought to be
incompatible with the more oxidizing conditions of
the Bruce coolant.

PRIMARY SIDE CONSIDERATIONS

Corrosion Effects

The chances of steam generator tubing failing
are minimized by choosing a tubing material with

••Electrical.
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good corrosion resistance. However, the corrosion
resistance of a material depends on the environment
to which it is exposed. In our CANDU reactors
(pressurized heavy water (PHWj types), the primary
circuit is constructed mostly of carbon steel, and the
coolant is dosed with lithium to give a high apparent
pH of 10.3*. Oxygen production by radiolysis is
suppressed by providing an excess of dissolved D2 gas
(about 10 cm3/kg). This primary circuit chemistry
gives acceptably low corrosion rates for the carbon
steel in the circuit, and also for the high-nickel alloys
that are used for steam generator tubing.

Steam generator tubing, relatively large in sur-
face area, and also thin-walled when compared to the
carbon steel main circuit piping, is selected from the
following: M-400, 1-600, and 1-800. (A typical 600
MW(e) reactor has about 20,000 m2 of boiler tubing,
and about 2,000 m2 of carbon steel, mainly in feeder

«The apparent pH is the reading obtained from a D2O
solution, using ordinary (H2O) electrodes. Em-
pirically it is + 0.4.

piping.) The compositions of these materials are
shown in Table 1. Austenitic stainless steel, although
reportedly used successfully in the USSR, has not
proven successful in large-scale plants elsewhere
(probably because of its sensitivity to chloride stress
cracking), and is not now considered a viable tubing
material.

In our CANDU reactors these materials have
good corrosion resistance, and acceptable corrositt\
product release rate at the apparent pH discussed
above. However, our newest versions of CANDU's are
not true PHW's, in that some boiling is allowed in the
core, and some net quality (~4%) actually enters the
steam generators. In this case, where there is boiling
in the core, the production of the steam interferes
with oxygen suppression, and results in a slightly
oxygenated coolant entering the steam generators.
These reactors are indicated as (BPHW), for boiling,
pressurized heavy water. This oxygenated coolant
seriously increases the corrosion product release rate
of M-400, but does not significantly affect that of
1-600 or 1-800.

TABLE 1

COMPOSITIONS OF M-400,1-6O0, AND I-800 CANDU STEAM GENERATOR TUBING MATERIALS

Nickel

Chromium

Iron

Carbon

Manganese

Sulphur

Phosphorus

Nitrogen

Copper

Silicon

Aluminium

Cobalt

Titanium

Tr/C

Ti/C + N)

M-400

63.0 - 70.0

2.5 max.

0.3 max.

2.00 max.

0.024 max.

Remainder

0.50 max.

0.015 max.

Composition, wt%

1-600

72.0 min.

14.0- 17.0

6.0-10.0

0.03 max.

1.00 max.

0.015 max.

0.015 max.

0.05 max.

0.50 max.

0.50 max.

0.015 max.

5 min.

1-800

32.5 - 35.0

21.0-23.0

Remainder

0.03

1.00 max.

0.015 max.

0.015 max.

0.03 max.

0.75 max.

0.75 max.

0.15-0.45

0.015 max.

0.35 min.

12 min.

8 min.
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The resulting corrosion product release rates are
shown in Table 2 " ' . Carbon steel is shown for
comparison.

Thus, it is clear that M-400 is an acceptable
material for steam generators in true PHW reactors,
but should be avoided in the BPHW tvpes.

The phenomenon known as Coriou attack, or
intergranular attack of high nickel alloys, has to he
considered when choosing steam generator tubing. It
has been reported (3) that this attack is:

— dependent on nickel concentration (alloys
having less than 65% Ni seem to be
immune),

— dependent on temperature (stressed
samples, exposed to 350°C water, failed
within 6 months; whereas at lower
temperatures, <315°C, the time to failure
increases greatly),

— dependent on stress,

independent of carbon concentration in
the alloy.

It should be noted that CANDU reactors
normally operate at 290 - 310°C outlet temperature
(the newest versions at about 3O5°C and the Bruce
reactors at 300°C). It is felt that I-60O, operating at
these lower temperatures, and partially stress-relieved
in the manufacturing process, is adequately protected
from this attack. 1-800, with its lower nickel, is an
even safer choice.

Radiation Field Effects

AECL has placed considerable importance on
the reduction of radiation exposure of CANDU
operators. Over the past several years, a group in-
volving many AECL sites (the research and develop-
ment sites of Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories and
Whiteshel! Nuclear Research Establishment, and the
design office of Power Projects) Ontario Hydro and

Hydro-Quebec has looked at some of the problems
of radiation exposure reduction. It concentrated on
one of the more important sources of exposure:
radiation fields from activated corrosion products.
This group, the Activity Transport Working Party
(ATWP), very quickly saw that cobalt-60 was the
most troublesome isotope, and encouraged the design
office to limit the amount of source material of
cobalt-60 (i.e. non-radioactive cobalt-59, the
naturally occuring isotope commonly found as an
impurity in nickel, chromium and iron alloys).

Naturally, the steam generator tubing was one
of the first targets of cobalt control, and all the
post-Pickering A reactors have strict limits (<0.0l 5%)
on the maximum allowable cobalt concentration in
the steam generator tubing alloy.

However, cobalt-60 is not the only problem. As
is always the case, once you have solved (or con-
trolled) one problem, there is another one facing you.
In this case, it appears that once cobalt-60 is under
control, other isotopes (such as cobalt-58, iron-59
and manganese-54) assume importance as sources of
activity. The sources of these isotopes are not im-
purities in the base alloys, but the constituents of the
allays themselves.

Of these other isotopes, the largest contributor
to fields is cobalt-58 the source of which is nickel. It
becomes obvious, then, that for BPHW reactors, the
lower nickel 1-800 has an advantage over 1-600. The
fractional contribution to radiation fields is shown in
Table 3, and has indicated that 1-800 will give 26%
lower radiation fields than will 1-600, after 30 years
operation, both assumed to have the same low
cobalt-59 impurity level.

The importance of this effect was not realized at
the time of selecting 1-600 as the boiler tubing for
Bruce-GS "A". At the decision time for Bruce (about
1969), 1-600 was thought to be the best steam
generator tubing available.

TABLE 2

APPROXIMATE CORROSION PRODUCT RELEASE RATES IN CANDU PRIMARY CIRCUITS

Release Rate of Metal mgdm~2d~

Material

M-400

I 600. 1-800

Carbon Steel

PHW BPHW

0.02

0.02

0.3

0.15 - 0.5

0.02

0.3
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TABLE 3

FRACTIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO RADIATION FIELDS AT VARIOUS TIMES FOR BPHW

STEAM GENERATORS OF 1-600 AND 1-800

Fractional Contribution

Yean of Operation

Material Nuclide 1

0.06

0.03

0.82

0.09

0.17

0.06

0.61

0.16

S

0.05

0.03

0.65

0.27

0.11

0.08

0.41

0.40

IS

0.04

0.03

0.54

0.39

0.09

0.06

0.32

0.53

30

0.04

0.03

0.51

0.42

0.08

0.05

0.30

0.57

1-600

1-800

Fe-59

Mn-54

Co-58

Co-60

Fe-59

Mn-54

Co-58

Co-60

SECONDARY SIDE CONSIDERATIONS

To dale, steam generator tubing failures have
proven to be very costly to the nuclear industry
although not in Canada. No steam generator tubing
failures attributable to corrosion have occurred in
CANDU reactors. Most of the failures of PWR steam
generator tubing have been caused by secondary side
attack, and it has been 1-600 that has suffered; no
failures of 1-800 have been reported. The secondary
side boiler water chemistry must be carefully tailored
to minimize the build-up of undesirable impurities.
For both 1-600 and 1-800, AECL makes the following
recommendations for boiler water treatment:
with no known condenser leaks:

pH - as high as compatible with turbine/
condensate/feedwater system, controlled
by volatile amine addition.

O; - less than S ppb, controlled by deaera-
tion and by (volatile) hydrazine addition.

blowdown - continuous at 0.1 % of full power steam-
ing rate.

with condenser leaks:

phosphate - up to 10 ppm during period of leakage.
Na/PO4 ratio 2.2 to 2.6.

blowdown - increased to 0.3% of steaming rate for
duration of high impurity levels.

It is our opinion that the main cause of boiler
tube failure is leakage of various scaling and corrosive
impurities into the boiler water via condenser tubes.
The most harmful condenser leaks are not the cata-
strophic ones resulting from rupture of condenser
tube by flying turbine blade pieces, but the long-
term, low-level leakage (or weeping) through the
condenser tube-to-tubesheet joints, or pin-hole
penetration by corrosion of the tubing itself (i.e.
wrong material selection). The solution is to prevent
the disease, not to try to cure it (with condensate
polishing). That is, condenser tubes should be made
of high quality materials, and should be welded to the
tubesheet wherever possible. Indeed, because of the
deleterious effects of copper on the system (as a
"hardness" scale on boiler tubes, and as a restriction
on amounts of amine, hence pH), AECL recommends
the use of stainless steel condenser tubes on fresh-
water sites, and titanium on salt water — the feed-
water system should also be ferrous, with stainless
steel the best choice.

Some mention should be made of the effects of
blowdown. It is known that steam generator tubing
failures have occurred in the layer of heavy insoluble

13



corrosion products (and other impurities) that
accumulate on the tubesheet. Blowdown, as current-
ly practised in CANDU steam generators, can have no
significant effect on this sludge blanket because the
tubeface velocities are not high enough at 0.1 — 0.3%
(of steaming rate) blowdown to penetrate more than
1 or 2 tube lanes around the blowdown locations in
the tube-free lane or periphery. Very much higher
blowdown rates are not practicable. Some means of
improving blowdown as a means of sludge control
should be investigated.

Crevice corrosion has not been shown to be a
cause of failure of steam generators; however, this
does not mean that this type of corrosion can be
ignored. Current Canadian practice is to roll the tube
at the back side of the tubesheet to close up the
crevice to minimize the problem.

Stress corrosion (either by caustic or chloride)
so far has not been a problem in CANDU steam
generators. However, this problem is likely the reason
for the poor record of austenitic stainless steels as
steam generator tubing. M-400 is relatively immune
to this attack, while both 1-600 and 1-800 seem to be
somewhat susceptible. Concentrations of caustic
should not be permitted to build up in the steam
generator.

COST CONSIDERATIONS

Cost must also be considered in the selection of
tubing material. Currently 1-800 has a lower cost per
unit length than 1-600 although the cost differential
depends on the tubing supplier and the world market
conditions for the supply of raw materials.

The net cost difference between a steam gener-
ator tubed with 1-600 and 1-800 depends not only on
tubing cost but also on the cost of contained heavy
water. These costs are determined in part by thermal
conductivity, of which the values for 1-800 are
slightly lower than for 1-600.

However, irrespective of the initial capital cost,
the cost of lost power due to a forced shutdown (to

repair failed tubes) makes it imperative that the
selected tubi.ig be extremely reliable.

CONCLUSIONS

Considerations as discussed above lead to certain
recommendations for steam generator tubing.
Currently, we recommend low-cobalt 1-800 for all
boiling pressurized heavy water (BPHW) reactors
(e.g., Gentilly-2). This alloy is considered to be as
good as or better than 1-600 with respect to corrosion
resistance and neutron activated corrosion products.
The relative advantage with respect to activation
products is substantiated by a recent comparison of
Obrigheim (1-600 tubes) and Stade (1-800 tubes) W .

For CANDU non-boiling PHW reactors, we
recommend low-cobalt M-400 alloy, which has ex-
cellent corrosion resistance under de-oxygenated
conditions and has the lowest net cost when heavy
water holdup is considered.

R.L. Hemmings
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DEVELOPMENT OF SIEVE TRAYS
FOR HEAVY WATER PLANTS

The large sieve trays used in Canadian heavy

water plants have not achieved design efficiencies.

Some modifications have already been made to

accommodate foaming, and others are being made to

increase efficiency and higher production rates.

INTRODUCTION

Deuterium exists in all hydrogen compounds in
very dilute form; the natural ratio of deuterium to
hydrogen atoms is about 1 in 7000. To extract a
significant quantity of deuterium in a production
plant, a large feed is required. Several processes are
available for separating deuterium from hydrogen. In
Canada, heavy water is produced by the GS (Girdler
Sulfide) process. The process is based on the ex-
change of deuterium between water and dissolved
hydrogen sulfide by the reaction.

K
H2O+HDS=^HDO + H2S

The reaction is reversible and requires no
catalyst. Any efficient gas-liquid contactor can be
employed. The equilibrium constant for the reaction,
K, varies with temperature, being 2.34 at 30°C and
1.85 at 130°C. At low temperatures the reaction is
displaced further in the direction to produce more
HDO + H2S than at high temperatures. This tempera-
ture effect is the basis for using H2S as a separating
a-ent in heavy water production. The basic element
of the GS process is a pair of gas-liquid contacting
towers, one of which operates at 30°C and the other
at I3O°C both at 2 MPa. A schematic illustration of
the dual temperature process is shown in Figure 1.

This process has the basic advantage that it
separates heavy water at a reasonable cost from
readily available natural water. Typically, the feed
rate to a 400 Mg/year plant is 450 kg/s and the total
tower volume is 16,500 m3 . Depending upon the
flow sheet, 700 to 1000 sieve trays with diameters up
to 8.5 m have been used. Figure 2 shows a typical
tray before installation in a tower at Bruce Heavy
Water Plant (BHWP).

Because heavy water plants process very targe
flows between two temperature levels, the equipment
is large and the energy required is high. Capital
accounts for 60% of the cost of heavy water, and

FEED WATER

= 1 5 0 x 1 0 *

COLD TOWER

30°C

HDS+ H;O - HOOtH.S

HOT TOWER

130'C

HjS + HDO - HDS H2O

DEPLETED

WATER

- = 120 x 1 0 *

Figure 1 - Simplified process flowsheet.

energy accounts for approximately 27%. Towers,
including internals, cost about 23% of the total plant
investment. It can be seen that any improvement in
sieve tray design leading to a smaller tower volume in
a new plant can achieve a substantial saving in the
production cost. Modifications to trays in an existing
plant to obtain a higher extraction rate not only
reduces the production cost but also delays the need
to build a new heavy water plant to support the
Canadian nuclear program.

Before the Canadian plants were built the only
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large-scale GS plants were in the USA at Dana and
Savannah River with towers up to 3.6 m in diameter.
Tray design for the Canadian plants was based on
technology from hydrocarbon systems with some
limited operating experience from the US plants. As
trays for Canadian plants were scaled-up to 8.5 m, the
design diameters could not be optimized because of
the lack of information. Consequently, a potential for
a ten percent increase in production has been identi-
fied for current plants if the efficiency of existing
trays can be improved. At the present time, heavy
water is being separated in plants with a capacity of
about 1500 Mg/year, and plants are under construc-
tion which will increase this capacity to more than
3000 Mg/year by the early 1980s. Cost of research
and development (R&D) effort to increase produc-
tion can be paid off quickly by application in these
plants.

Plant Performance

In the early stages of operation, our heavy water
plants have frequently been plagued by foaming in
the cold tower. Steady operation was obtained only
by reducing the flows to less than 70% of design
rates. Antifoam was then injected into the feed water
flowing into the towers, but instability was not
eliminated. Only when the outlet weir height was
reduced from 10 to S cm were the flows increased to
near design value. As heavy water production is
directly proportional to the feed flows, this tray
modification had an extremely beneficial effect on

Figure 2 — Sieve tray for a 8.5 metre
diameter tower at the Bruce Heavy
Water Plant.

production. With antifoam addition, tower stability
has always been maintained even with flows 10%
above the design level. On the other hand, design tray
efficiency has never been achieved. For example, the
design cold tower tray efficiency was 65% and the
observed value is only 50-55%. This is not surprising
because, up to now, sieve tray design technology has
not been able to predict tray efficiency accurately for
most systems. As tray efficiency was measured to be
69 ± 5% at Dana plant for a 3.6 m diameter tower
O , there is a potential gain in efficiency by im-
proving the existing tray design.

The Bruce Heavy Water Plant has achieved an
instantaneous product rate ten percent above the
design value by increasing flow to 120% of design. At
this high flow rate, very high entrainment has been
detected at the top of the hot tower where the tray is
loaded heavily. Changes in tray design which enable
GS towers to operate at the highest possible flows
will have a large impact on production cost.

Development

The objective of the sieve tray program is to
develop techniques to design and predict the per-
formance of GS towers with reasonable accuracy.
Currently eight scientists and engineers at Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) are studying sieve tray
performance. In addition there is a substantial in-
volvement by Ontario Hydro, Nova Scotia Research
Foundation, the tray vendors and the operators of
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heavy water plants. Expertise in Canadian universities
also contributes to the program. Owing to open
exchange and co-operation within the industry, it has
been possible lo avoid unnecessary duplication of
effort and to co-ordinate an industry-wide program
on a range of studies from single bubbles (o plant-
scale (rays. The principal areas are foaming in
H2S/H2O mixtures, tray hydraulics, tray efficiency
and gamma scanning.

Foaming in H, S/H2O Mixtures

Severe foaming in GS towers is usually associ-
ated with impurities in the feed water. These im-
purities are generally present in a minute amount (less
than 1 ppm). Further purification is therefore very
difficult. This foaming was unexpected because many
other systems use low quality water as process feed at
atmospheric pressure and in most cases no foaming
has been observed. Extensive testing showed foaming
occurs because the cold lower operates near the
liquefaction pressure of H2S. Increased foaminess
when the system conditions are close to the phase
boundary has been reported for binary and ternary
solutions ' '. Foaming occurs when bubbles gener-
ated on trays are stable and do not collapse during
the time of residence on the tray or in the down-
comer. To demonstrate the effect of pressure on
bubble lifetime, the time for bubbles to coalesce in
various systems was measured using triple distilled
water. The bubble coalescence lime, defined as the
lime until rupture from first touch of the two
bubbles formed on adjacent nozzles, is in the order of
one tenth of a millisecond (ms) for the air-water
system. On the other hand, as indicated in Figure 3,
H2S bubble life at GS conditions (92% liquefaction)
may approach a few seconds. To demonstrate the
effect of impurities in water on foaming, drinking
water was used, /n this case the bubble lifetime
increased from about one ms at atmospheric pressure
lo a few minutes ai 2 MPa pressure. This suggests that
the GS system is inherently foamy, because to
operate at low hydrogen sulfide pressure or to remove
all impurities from the feed water is not practical.
Tray design equations based on data from non-foamy
systems cannot be adopted without modifications.

Tray Hydraulics

The first consideration in tray design is stable
operation at design conditions. Figure 4 is a per-
formance chart for a typical tray. The ultimate
capacity of sieve trays is determined by massive
entrainment because it reduces the apparent tray
efficiency by recycling liquid to the tray above. In GS
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Figure 3 — Bubble coalescence time of various systems.
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Figure 4 - Typical sieve tray performance chart.
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towers, a loss of 5% production can occur with .035
entrainmenl (defined as kg liquid entrained/kg gas).
Owing to difficulties encountered in accurately
measuring entrapment, correlations available in the
literature are not reliable. Their predictions under GS
conditions can differ by more than a factor of 10. As
entrainment is a strong function of system properties,
accurate prediction can only be made from data
taken at GS conditions.

Just as entrainment represents an upper limit to
tray operation, excessive flow of liquid through the
perforations (weeping) represents a lower limit.
Weeping is detrimental to tray efficiency because it
reduces gas-liquid contact. When inlet weeping pre-
dominates, the liquid by-passes two trays, causing the
efficiency to drop sharply. Published correlations for
the incipient weeping point are quite accurate for
towers less than 2.5 m in diameter. However, some
uncertainty may be encountered when extrapolating
(o towers of 8.5 m. Because of this uncertainly, tray
designers are conservative and design for no weeping
at the lowest flow instead of allowing an acceptably
low rate of weeping. This is done by designing trays
with a smaller perforation area for the gas flow, this
causes a higher pressure drop to hold liquid on the
tray at reduced gas flows. As gas blowers represent
about 4% of capital investment, some saving may be
obtained by accurately predicting the weep point.
Alternatively, with the same blowers, higher flow
may be achieved with lower pressure drop trays.
Pressure drop data from the 3.6 m diameter towers at
the United States plants were used to design trays for
our plants. Pressure drop measuring devices are also
installed in GS towers at all Canadian plants. Reliable
prediction of pressure drop across a GS tray for
various designs is now possible.

Air-water tests on trays up to 6.1 m in diameter
have been part of the program investigating the effect
of downcomer design, weir height and perforation
size on the operation of seive trays. Liquid distribu-
tion for various tray designs was also measured. At
CRNL, a pilot plant (Figure 5) containing 0.3 m
diameter trays is operated with H 2 S-H 2 O at pres-
sures up to 2 MPa. At BHWP one first-stage tower has
been selected as a major experimental tower and is
being used to improve the understanding of tray
behaviour. This tower has extra instruments, for
gamma scaning, on-line deuterium analysis, and
temperature and pressure measurements. The tower
also contains trays of different designs, e.g., trays
with 0.6 and 1.2 cm diameter holes. With these test
facilities, we are able to compare the sieve tray
performance of the H 2 S-H 2 O system at high
pressures with that of air-water at low pressures. This

Figure 5 - GS pilot plant in operation.

allows us to take advantage of the many correlations
based on air-water testing at atmospheric pressure for
the prediction of the hydraulic performance of a sieve
tray at GS conditions. Consequently, new trays with
higher capacities have been designed and are being
installed in the first-stage towers at BHWP for testing.
Tray designs for other Canadian plants are also under
review.

Tray Efficiency

Tray efficiency depends on three sets of para-
meters: system properties, vapour and li quid loading,
and tray geometry. The designer has little control
over the first set but can deal effectively with the
other two. Unfortunately, there are no available
models to reliably predict the efficiency of a GS tray.
The designer, therefore, designs the tray to perform
hydraulically stably and expects that the tray will
have an efficiency close to that measured at the Dana
plant (69%). Until now tray efficiencies in Canadian
plants have been lower, and the extraction of deu-
terium from feed water has been less than expected.

At CRNL, tray efficiency and entrainment rate
are being measured at the GS pilot plant for various
vapour and liquid flows and tray designs. The effects
of process chemistry, including the use of antifoam
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agents to reduce foaminess on these measured values,
are also studied. A wetted wall column has been built
to measure the exchange rate constant and a bubble
column to determine the effectiveness of gas-liquid
contacting for the possible range of tray design
condition;. Measurements are made at plants to
understand the effect of tray design on efficiency as
part of the program. All these facilities are capable of
operating with H 2 S-H 2 O mixtures at full plant
pressure. With the knowledge of the mechanism of
deuterium exchange in a gas-liquid dispersion and the
influence of process chemistry on tray efficiency, we
are now able to develop a tray efficiency model for
the GS process. The model calculates the efficiency at
one point on a large plant tray. By taking into
account the entrainment, and the liquid and gas flow
distribution on the large plant trays, the overall tray
efficiency can then be predicted. Thé model is now
fairly well defined and test data expected during the
next year will be used to optimize tray design.

Gamma Scanning

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and Ontario
Hydro have developed gamma scanning as a very
useful technique for determining gas-liquid phase
boundries in operating heavy water plant towers ' '.
The development of the gamma scanner stemmed
from the need for more precise knowledge of the
amount of liquid held on (he trays and the height of
foam/froth. As glass windows are not possible in the
plant towers, this technique has proven a useful tool
for the plant operators to relate tray hydraulics to
operating conditions for maintaining stable tower
operation. Other applications include detecting
orifice plugging in sieve trays and structural damage
to trays and supports. (It has also been used to detect
liquid level in tanks and the fouling of hear ex-
changers.)

Based on the principle of radiography, the
gamma scanner uses a cobalt-60 source and a detector
to scan the lower (Figure 6). The detector determines
the attenuation of gamma rays from the source by
the tower walls, trays and liquid on the trays. The
recording system contains sophisticated electronic
equipment so that a change of 0.02% liquid content
on a sieve tray can be delected. The technique has
been important to our understanding of tray hy-
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Figure 6 - Portable gamma scanner block diagram.

draulics in the plant towers and in determining the
downcomer capacity for our pilot plant column.

It is expected that this technique will find
increasing use in other process industries where it is
desirable to investigate hydraulic conditions inside
operating vessels, such as a tray tower where visual
observation of tray operation is not possible.

Conclusion

Considerable R & D effort is being devoted to
studying the mechanism of mass transfer within the
gas-liquid dispersion on a sieve tray. Presently avail-
able models for the prediction of hydraulics and
efficiency of a sieve tray are not sufficiently reliable
to cover the whole range of system properties and
tray designs used in the industry. Our understanding
of tray behaviour for the hydrogen sulfide-water
system will be an important contribution to better
design procedures for absorption and distillation
lowers.

K.T. Chuang
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ANALYSIS OF SIEVE TRAY FROTHS
SUCH AS OCCUR IN HEAVY WATER
PRODUCTION PLANTS

Mass transfer of deuterium between water and

gss in heavy water plants is believed to occur most

strongly in the region where a fine spray of water is

surrounded by the gas. This paper describes some

experiments to determine the physical properties of

the spray.

Heavy water is produced in Canada by the
Girdler Sulfide (GS) process in which deuterium ions
(D), which occur naturally in water, are first ex-
changed for hydrogen ions (H) in hydrogen sulphide
gas, and then exchanged back to a smaller quantity of
water to produce water enriched in deuterium (HDO
or D 2 0) . Several stages of this type of mass transfer
result in water which contains about 45% D ions.
Further enrichment to reactor grade (99.8% D) heavy
water is achieved by distillation.

The mass transfer of D and H ions between
water and hydrogen sulphide gas is accomplished on
sieve trays which, in this case, are large horizontal
sheets of stainless steel perforated with circular holes,
typically 6 mm in diameter, to produce a total hole
area of about 11% of the tray area. The water is made
to flow across a large number of these trays in series,
one below the other while the gas is blown upward
through the holes in the trays. As the gas blows
through the water on each tray, it forms a "froth" of
aerated liquid, in which the liquid and gas come into
intimate contact and form a large area of gas-liquid
interface across which the mass transfer of D and H
ions must occur. The efficiency of the mass transfer
process depends, therefore, on the nature of the
froth.

In general, the froth on the trays comprises a
relatively dense lower region where the gas from the
tray holes passes through a continuous layer of liquid
either as a series of large bubbles or as a continuous
jet, and an upper region of much lower density where
the liquid may be present either as a network of thin
films between bubbles of the gas (foam) or as discrete
drops in a spray thrown up by the gas. There is also a
transition layer between these regions where the
nature of the gas-liquid interface is very irregular and
difficult to describe.

In the GS system, foamy froth is avoided as
much as possible because the liquid films in the foam
tend to be rather stable and keep the gas trapped in
the liquid. This causes liquid to accumulate on the
tray and even be carried back up to the tray above
rather than flow across the tray and down to the next
tray. Such conditions result in poor mass transfer
efficiency and ultimately unstable operation of the
trays.

When the froth is of the spray type rather than
the foam type, the gas readily disengages from the
liquid on the tray and proceeds to the tray above to
contact fresh liquid. This permits efficient, stable
operation. The large number of rather small liquid
drops in the spray represents a large surface area for
mass transfer, and the drops are in contact with the
gas for a fairly long time. Hence the spray provides an
effective means of mass transfer. However, if the gas
velocity is too high it can carry the spray right up
through the holes in the tray above and again result in
inefficient or unstable operation.

For these reasons, it is important to study the
spray regime of sieve tray froths.

The main quantities of interest in the study of
sprays are: the statistical distribution of the size of
the drops, and of the initial velocity with which the
drops are produced from larger masses of liquid.
Rather detailed measurements are required to obtain
'his information, and this is not easily done when one
component is toxic. Consequently preliminary
measurements were made on a single, small sieve tray
230 mm in diameter, using water and air at atmos-
pheric conditions.

On this small sieve tray it was possible to
generate a froth in which the upper region was a
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Hgure 1 - Photograph of a typical froth above a perforated
plate using air and water at atmospheric conditions. The plate
is at the level of the flange. The column diameter is 230 mm.

spray, and which resembled a spray froth on a tray in
a GS tower. Figure I is a photograph of a typical
froth produced in the apparatus. .Although the spray
of liquid drops in the upper region of the froth does
not show in the picture, the large number of drops
which have struck the transparent wall of the column
from the spray is evident. The variation in density of
the froth with distance above the tray was measured
using a Cs ' 3 7 source of y rays. A typical profile thus
obtained is shown in Figure 2. It indicates the
relatively high density lower region of the froth and
the low density upper region, which in this case was a
spray rather than a foam. It has been found O that
the level at which the liquid fraction = 0.02 cor-
responds fairly closely to the lowest level above the
tray at which one can see through the froth. This is
also referred to as the visible froth height. The
transition region in the froth probably extends up to
nearly this level.

The size distribution of the drops was measured
at several positions above tha visible froth height.
This was done by inserting a clean, dry, brass screen

of fine mesh horizontally in the gas steam for a
measured length of time. The screen was then quickly
withdrawn, photographed and weighed. The weight
of water collected per second on the screen together
with the screen cross-sectional area gives the local
entrainment flux, i.e., the upward flux of water
drops. From the photograph of the screen the dia-
meters of the images of the drops were measured. A
calibration had to be done to permit these diameters
to be related to the diameter of a sphere of the same
volume as the drop. The distribution of sizes of the
drops in the spray was thus obtained. A porous screen
was used to collect the drops rather than a solid plan
so that the gas stream would be less distributed by
the collecting device. With a solid collector, the
collection efficiency of small drops is reduced as
some drops which would otherwise pass through the
area occupied by the collector are carried around it
by the gas.

Two important observations were made on the
measured drop size distributions: (i) four distribu-
tions measured at heights varying from 23S to 387
mm above the tray were virtually identical; (ii) the
distributions were well fitted by the log-normal form,
i.e., the logarithm of the drop size was normally
distributed. Other experimenters have also found
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Figure 2 - Froth density profile obtained by -y-scan.
Air-water v.'"V?r»i, 230 mm 0 tray.
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log-normal!y distributed drop sizes. This finding is
very useiul as it facilitates analytical treatment of the
sprays.

The observation that the drop si~e distribution
does not vary with distance above the tray is con-
sistent with the hypothesis that the drop size and its
initial velocity are independent, provided that the
trajectory followed by the drop is not influenced by
aerodynamic drag. In this experiment, the air and
drop velocities were low and it was reasonable to
assume that aerodynamic drag had negligible in-
fluence on the motion of the drop. Subsequent
analysis based on the findings of this experiment
showed that this was indeed the case.

The enlrainment flux E (M/L2T) was found to
obey the law

Ho l > J
- b

.0)

wheic :(L) is the distance above the tray, b is a
constant and the subscript o refers to a reference
level. This relation has also been observed by others,
and the value found for b (= 4.66) is in the range of
published experimental data.

If we assume, therefore, (i) that the size and
initial velocity of a drop are statistically independent,
(ii) that aerodynamic drag on the drop is negligible,
and (iii) that relation (1) holds, then it follows that
the distribution of initial velocity of the drops is
given by

P(CO) =

•(2)

where p(CQ) is the probability density function of the
initial velocity Co (L/T), g is the gravitational ac-
celeration (L/TJ ) and b, z 0 are as defined above.

This same distribution of initial velocity may be
assumed to hold even when the subsequent motion of
the drops is influenced by aerodynamic drag. We may
therefore hypothesize the following general model of
a sieve tray spray:

1) The drops behave as though they are born with
velocity C o at some height zQ above the tray
near the visual froth height.

2) The drops are produced with statistically in-
dependent size and initial velocity.

3) The drops are produced with a log-normal dis-
tribution of size.

4) The drops are produced with initial velocity
distributed according to equation (2).

5) Subsequently, each drop follows a ballistic tra-
jectory, in general influenced by aerodynamic
drag.

Additionly it is reasonable to assume that the
drops neither gain or lose mass through evaporation
or condensation, and they neither collide and
coalesce nor shatter into smaller drops.

With these assumptions and a general law of
aerodynamic drag of a gas on a liquid drop tee
Figure 3 derived from information contained in the
literature'^)) one can compute the relative entrain-
ment flux, the froth density, and the drop size
distribution at any distance above the tray. So far this
has been done for relative entrainment and drop size
distribution. Froth density is a little more compli-
cated and will be done next.

The above model requires some empirical para-
meters: the mean drop size and its variance to
determine the actual drop size distribution, the re-
ference level z o , and the constant b in equation (1).
Using values measured in the air-water experiment,
the re'aiive entrainment flux and drop size distribu-
tions were computed including the effect of aero-
dynamic drag. It was found that the form of equation
(I) was reproduced over the range of the experi-
mental data. The drop size distribution computed at
heights z = 235 and 387 mm (z o = 130 mm) are
shown in Figure 4 together with the experimental

10" ' '

Figure 3 - Drag coefficient of liquid drops.
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distribution and the log-normal distribution assumed
at z = zQ. It is seen that air drag in this case has very
little effect on the drop size distributions and hence
its neglect in deriving the model was justified.

This model can readily be applied to any system
provided reasonable values can be assigned to the
mean and variance of the drop size distribution, and
the values of zQ and b in equation (1). In Figure 5 it
has been applied to an H2S/H2O system at the
pressure and temperature of the GS process. In

Figure 5 — Computed relative entrainment flux vs. height
above the «ray, GS system ZQ = 0.10 m.

Figure 6 — Entrainment measured in the GS mobile
pilot plant at 32°C, 2170 kPa (with 2 ppm AF-60
anti-foam agent).

particular, it indicates that although the entrainment
behaves according to equation ( 1 ) at low z values, the
drag of the dense H2S gas causes it to fall off more
rapidly as z increases. However, above z = 0.38 m,
there is practically no further decrease in entrain-
ment, indicating the flux of drops which are small
enough to be carried up indefinitely by the gas. This
behaviour is substantiated by experiments"'made in
a pilot plant under GS conditions in which the
entrained liquid measured at the top of the column,
0.76 m above the tray, was about the same as that
measured between successive trays 0.38 m apart
(Figure 6).

The model appears to be well founded and
should prove to be a useful tool both in analyzing
experimental results such as froth density profiles
which can be obtained from GS systems, and in
inferring additional characteristic quantities of the
froth.

D. D'Arcy
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YESTERDAY'S NOISE -
TODAY'S SIGNAL *

Yesterday's "unwanted noise" in signals can be used
today to improve plant performance. This "noise
signal" can yield information on both the dynamic
and the steady-state performance of the system.
Application of signal noise presents many challenges
which can be met successfully, resulting in significant
benefits. Results from practical applications to
nuclear systems are given with emphasis on applica-
tions to the CANDU-BLW [CANada Deuterium
Uranium — Boiling Light Water coolant] reactor,
Gentilly-1.

INTRODUCTION

In today's production facilities, the economies
of scale are only realized at maximum system avail-
ability. To achieve this, the number of outages must
be kept to a minimum, with the target being only
those outages required for routine maintenance. In
addition, delays due to unforeseen problems en-
countered during commissioning can be costly. There-
fore, to minimize the consequences arising from
unforeseen problems and to improve operation and
performance, all sources of information should be
used. Signal noise can contribute substantially in this
area

Noise analysis techniques are widely applied to
many areas:

- nuclear systems,

- mechanical structures,

- aerospace industry,

- bio-medical engineering,

oceanography,

- quality control,

- seismology,

- econometrics.

in addition to the general area ot process system
control and instrumentation.

'Edited version of a paper presented at the 89th
Annual Congress of the Engineering Institute of
Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba, September 30 to
October 3, 197S.

NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

Noise can be defined as the fluctuations occur-
ing in a physical variable of the process when the
system is considered to be in a steady state. This
definition includes deterministic signals such as sine
waves in addition to the random components of a
signal.

Figure I shows two signals which can be classed
as noise. The first signal is obviously a sine wave;
however, the characteristics of the noise in the second
time trace are not so obvious. Spectral analysis, a
decomposition of the signal into its frequency com-
ponents, provides effective discrimination of noise
and thereby emphasizes the periodic components in
the signal which were not discernible in a time
domain presentation. The two periodic components
masked by the random noise in the time domain
presentation Figure 1 (B) are clearly emphasized in
the frequency domain as shown in Figure 2 (B).

Parameters of use in characterizing noise in
signals are:

The mean signal level, ju. is the steady-state,
time-averaged value of the signal. In most of
today's facilities this is the only parameter of
the signal that is closely monitored.

The standard deviation, a, is an indicator of the
fluctuations of a signal about its mean value
and is the square root of the mean-square-value
of the signal about its mean value.

The normalized noise, or percent noise,
(pliiyiOO, is determined from the above two
parameters.
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Figure 2 - Power spectral densities obtained from analysis of the two signals in Figure 1 above.

The peak-to-peak or peak value is self
explanatory.

The spectral components of a signal are ob-
tained from an analysis which transforms the
signal from the time domain to the frequency
domain. This analysis yields the power spectral
density of the signal.

The height and width of the dominant
resonance(s) obtained from a spectral analysis of the
signal can be used as an indicator of system stability.
In this use of noise characteristics, the major inherent
assumption is that a system will show a tendency to
instability in the mean squared values of its para-
meters before it becomes unstable in the mean values
of its parameters (i.e., most system parameters will
show a tendency to oscillate, which with changes in
operation can become divergent oscillations and
finally result in instability in their mean values).

IMPOSED NOISE AND RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

Inherent noise excites the system parameters
and is modified by the dynamic characteristics of the
system into output noise. In some situations the noise
may be of a low amplitude or non-existent at certain
frequencies. In these cases, noise can be imposed on
selected input variables, for example, pseudo-random
binary noise has been used as excitation in some
applications.

This pseudo-random binary noise can replace
the sine, step, or square wave testing used in the past.
Amplitude of the imposed noise used in these applica-
tions is equivalent to or less than the amplitude of the
noise inherent in the system. This imposed noise
allows the determination of linear input-output
relationships between system parameters. In the
determination of the inter-parameter relationships,
the response function concept is used. This function
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relates the response of one parameter to variations in
another parameter. In many engineering applications,
the transfer function concept is used. The transfer
function can be obtained from the response function
on the assumption that relationships between
different parameters are linear for small changes
about their operating values (i.e., the response of a
non-linear system can be assumed to be given by
determining its linear response at various operating
conditions).

BENEFITS FROM APPLICATION OF NOISE
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

In most of today's production facilities only
the steady-state or time-averaged values of the signals
are monitored and yet the facilities operate. There-
fore, one may question what the incentives to use
noise analysis techniques are and what benefits
derived will compensate for a possible increase in
operating costs. It is very1 difficult to apply dollars to
the benefits that could accrue through application of
an emerging technology and thereby obtain a tangible
assessment.

The limited number of in-service nuclear
installations in Canada makes assessment of the
impact of noise analysis techniques on the Canadian
nuclear scene difficult. However, such an assessment
has been made by J. Thie 0 ) for U.S. nuclear
installations based on a U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission study of the specific equipment failures
which initiated forced outages in 19 operating nuclear
plants. Figure 3 shows the distribution of causes
which resulted in an average non-availability of 26.6%
in 1972. This concluded that noise analysis could
make a contribution in about 40% of the cases which
resulted from equipment failure. Translated, this
results in «370 forced outage hours per reactor per
year. Application of noise techniques would have
reduced this figure. For the 4-unit Pickering station
370 hours of lost production would be «SS.5M at 7.5
mills/(kW- h). Reducing this figure of 370 hours by
only 10% would still mean a saving of »$0.SM/a. One
can therefore conclude that considerable potential
exists for significant economic benefits through
application of noise analysis techniques.

AREAS FOR APPLICATION OF NOISE ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES

Significant benefits can be realized through
application of noise analysis techniques to the follow-
ing general areas:

— Surveillance - the monitoring of characteristic
parameter noise to detect changes,
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Figure 3 — Distribution of causes which resulted in an
average non-availability of 26.6% during 1972 for nine-
teen operating nuclear plants in the U.S.A.

— Diagnostics — detection of incipient mal-
function of components and identification of
existing problems,

— Information - provision of information for use
by both operating and design staff.

Surveillance

Surveillance of the characteristics of the noise
pattern will indicate if significant changes have
occured with changes in operating conditions or with
time. If changes are observed, they may have minor
consequences on further continued operation, but the
signals may require a closer monitoring. However,
significant changes that could have major con-
sequences on continued operation would require a
scheduled shutdown to rectify the problems. In this
context, noise can play a role in those systems which
are periodically overhauled or inspected. Here it is
known that extensive overhauls or inspections can
produce faults that did not previously exist. An
example is an annual inspection of the turbine. It is
possible that interpretation of the turbine noise and
vibration signals may indicate that the annual
inspection is not required now or alternatively that an
inspection and overhaul is required before the annual
inspection.

This concept of surveillance was applied to the
Gentilly-1 (G-l) reactor. The G-l CANDU*-BLW
reactor uses heavy water as a moderator and natural
uranium as a fuel in pressure tubes but uses Boiling
Light Water (BLW) as a coolant instead of the
Pressurized Heavy Water (PHW) coolant used in the

•CANada Deterium Uranium
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Figure 4 - Power spectral densities obtained from signals of nuclear parameters during low-power operation
of Gentilly-1.

CANDU-PHW's such as the Pickering reactors. During
commissioning of G-l, noise signals from in-core and
ex-core flux detectors were monitored in addition to
the characteristic channel and loop parameter signals

In the initial stages of the power increases
during commissioning, significant resonances were
found in the system parameters under surveillance. In
the monitored signals, a resonance at ~1 Hz occurred
at approximately 6% full power (F.P.), disappeared at
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8.5% F.P. and was replaced by a resonance at 1.5 Hz
upon a further power increase to 9% F.P. This latter
resonance then disappeared and was replaced by the
resonance at 1 Hz for further power increases.

Figure 4 shows power spectral densities from
in-core and ex-core neutron flux detector signals, the
north header and steam drum pressure signals. These
results show that at a power level of 8.5% F.P., no
resonances existed but, for a 0.5% power increase, a
new significant resonance at 1.5 Hz appeared. Since
the 1.5 Hz resonance existed for only a narrow range
of reactor power, its cause was quickly located.
Adjustment of the cams on the actuators of the
turbine by-pass valves significantly reduced the 1.5
Hz resonance, but had no effect on the 1.0 Hz
resonance.

Diagnostics

Noise analysis techniques can be applied to the
area of diagnostics or identification of problems. Use
of noise techniques can assist in reducing the number
of forced outages or reduce the time required for
problem rectification by detailing the problem. For
example, the surveillance program during the com-
missioning of Gentilly-1 had shown the existence of
an ~1 Hz oscillation which increased in amplitude as
reactor power was increased to 25% F.P. These noise
measurements were analyzed, and on the basis of the
results a program was established to determine the
source of the I Hz resonance. The resonance could be
eliminated by adjusting one of the gain factors of the
system pressure controller; however, subsequent
reactor operation showed that this value of the gain
factor reduced the response of the pressure controller

to an unacceptable level. The power was increased to
40% F.P. with the 1 Hz oscillation increasing in
amplitude with the power increase.

At this time a noise measurement program of
the pressure control system parameters was under-
taken. Two sets of measurements were made with
different gain settings of the significant pressure
controller gain factor. Figure 5 shows power spectral
densities obtained from header, steam drum and
by-pass signals of the south circuit and the M50
output oil pressure. The point to note here is that
there is no indication of any 1 Hz in the M50 output
oil pressure signal after adjustment and also that the 1
Hz is significantly reduced in all the signals after
adjustment. Table 1, giving the ratio of the 1 Hz
amplitude (before/after) adjustment, last row in the
table, shows that all parameters of the system
respond in a similar manner (reduction in amplitude
by a factor of 20 to 25) except for the servo motor
oil pressure signal where the amplitude was reduced
by a factor of ~6. This indicated that attention
should be concentrated on the servo system actuating
the by-pass valves. Corrective actions to this system
have resulted in very satisfactory control of system
pressure during normal operation.

This example illustrates the utility of noise
techniques in diagnosing a problem during com-
missioning. In the commissioning phase the dynamics
of the system as well as the steady-state character-
istics should be established as a function of the
system operating parameters.

Information

The third general application is to provide

TABLE 1

RATIO OF PRESSURE CONTROL AND TURBINE SYSTEM PARAMETERS BEFORE
ADJUSTMENT/AFTER ADJUSTMENT OF M50 CONTROLLER

Ratio

B*fon

Afttr

Mean

r.m.s.

pk-pk

rAMP2*« 1.11 Hz

South

Bypass

1.001

5.64

4.10

23.2

M50
Output

1.006

1.10

1.28

28.7

Stltctor

Rtlay

Output

1.004

4.82

3.83

25.3

Control

Oil

1 000

2.31

1.70

15.3

Servo

Oil

0.999

5.94

3u<i

26.4

Servo

Motor

0.992

2.89

1.85

5.92

South

Drum

Prtss

0.989

3.41

2.89

25.1

South

Head

Press

0.990

1.13

t.31

18.8

' \ / A M P 2 = Square root of the (amplitude)2.
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Figure 5 - Power spectral densities from signals
related to system pressure control obtained during
the 1 Hz investigation.

useful information to both operating and design staff.
Noise measurements will yield information on:

— the system's dynamic characteristics such
as dominant time constants which could
be correlated to physical phenomena such
as the fuel time constant, coolant transit
time, controller resonances, etc.,

— available operating ma'gins,

— dynamic margins to shutdown,

FREQUENCY (Hz)

- areas for improvements to system
performance,

- dynamic and static response of system
transducers.

The use of noise techniques in this area will
be illustrated by examples from the work done
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at Genliliy-1.

The boiling-light-water coolant combined with
the natural-uranium fuel of Gentiiiy-1 give a reactor
where the spatial neutron flux responds to the spatial
imbalances in material compositions. This spatial
response is characterized by a side-to-side tilting of
the flux (the first azimuthal response). The response
of the first azimuthal flux mode was measured for 13
reactor operating conditions covering the expected
operating range. Pseudo-random binary noise signals
were imposed on the regular control absorbers
through the digital control computers, and the result-
ing neutron flux changes were measured. The first
azimuthal response functions were determined from
an analysis of the flux and control-absorber dis-
placement signals.

Figure 6 shows the first azimuthal flux response
for both the controlled and uncontrolled reactor at
30% F.P., 50% full Row and with the top four
booster assemblies partially inserted. Partially insert-
ing the booster assemblies changes the flux distribu-
tion in the core in a manner to give rise to an
increased first azimuthal response. This increased
response is characterized by the increased phase lag
shown for the uncontrolled reactor. This figure also
shows a comparison of the measured to the calculated
results for the first azimuthal response. The agree-
ment between measured and model results for both
the uncontrolled and controlled conditions is good.

Results from measurements of the first azimuthal
response have assisted in design of an improved
spatial control system for the Gentilly-1 reactor.

This is only one of the many areas where noise
measurements yielded useful information at
Gentilly-1.

VALIDITY OF NOISE MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Before noise analysis techniques will gain
significant acceptance by operating staff, the utility
of noise measurements and analysis has to be con-
clusively proven. The utility of noise techniques has
been proven and accepted by Gentilly-1 operations
staff. In general though, operations personnel are
reluctant to bas: actions including possible station
shutdown on a method that has not received universal
acceptance in the operations area. These concerns are
justifiable; however, undesirable consequences arising
from actions based on results of noise analysts can be
eliminated by:

- use of results for alarm purposes only,

- confirmation of results through use of
measurements from more than one sensor
measuring the same parameter,

- confirmation of phenomena through
noise analysis of signals from other
parameters,
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Figure 6 - First azimuthal (uncontrolled and con-
trolled) response functions for a reactor condition of
30% full power, 50% full flow and top booster
assemblies partially inserted.
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- joint analysis of signals from two sensors
measuring the same parameter and from
sensors measuring different parameters to
establish correlations between and among
the signals,

verification of the existence of a mal-
function or problem through use of
alternative detection methods.

With these guidelines, the undesirable con-
sequences arising from actions based on noise results
can be virtually eliminated, while the benefits that
accrue through use of noise techniques can be
retained.

CONCLUSIONS

There is tremendous scope in the application of
noise analysis techniques in all engineering disciplines.
Use of parameter noise can yield significant economic
benefits through directing improvements to system
performance during both commissioning and opera-
tion. The general areas where noise analysis tech-
niques can be usefully applied are:

- surveillance of system performance,

diagnosis of incipient malfunction or
existing problems.

— provision of system information to both
operating and design staff.

In closing, the next time a noisy signal is
encountered, do not view it as a nuisance; take some
time to investigate it as it may be the harbinger of a
sick plant.
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DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF THE
GENTILLY-1 REBOILER SYSTEM

Steam from the Gentilly-1 CANDU-BLW nuclear
reactor will be used by the La Prade Heavy Water
plant in Quebec. The reactor and heavy water plant
are linked by the steam and must be controlled to
match inputs to demands. This paper describes some
of the ways by which the coupling between the two
plants is simulated.

Heavy water will be produced at the La Prade
Heavy Water Plant in the province of Quebec, via the
Gitdler-Sulfide process, with steam supplied by the
Gentilly-1 CANDU-BLW* nuclear reactor. Since
steam from the reactor is radioactive, reboilers (also
called steam transformers or intermediate steam
generators) will be used to condense the primary
steam and produce inactive secondary steam for the
process. Safety and mechanical design considerations
dictate that the primary steam will be condensed
inside the tubes, contrary to the practice in feedwater
heaters and turbine condensers. Furthermore, as
Gentilly-1 is a direct-cycle reactor, the reboilers will
be directly coupled to the reactor core, without
intervening steam generators.

From the viewpoint of transient behaviour, the
reboilers will be the key elements in the nuclear
complex since they allow process disturbances to
propagate between the reactor and the heavy-water
plant. An understanding of their dynamics is thus a
necessary prerequisite to the design of the multi-
variable control system which must coordinate
heavy-water plant demand with control of reactor
power and coolant system pressure.

The complete steam-supply system comprises
various components, including surge tanks, sub-
coolers, primary and secondary steam mains etc. and
the reboilers themselves, as illustrated in Figure 1.
For clarity, minor flow sidestreams are not shown in
the figure.

Each reboiler consists of a horizontal cylindrical
shell in which secondary water is boiled, and contains
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*CANada Deuterium .Uranium, Boiling Light Water
cooled.

Figure 1 - Flow schematic of the Gentilly-1 steam supply to

the La Prade Heavy Water Plant.

two U-tube bundles in which primary steam is con-
densed. For modelling purposes, the reboiler is
divided into three parts: condensation in the tubes,
heat conduction through the tube wall, and boiling in
the shell, as shown in the block diagram. Figure 2. To
close some of the important process feedback loops,
models of the surge tank, secondary steam trans-
mission line and primary steam flow-control valve
were included in the simulation.

Equations describing the dynamic behaviour of
the blocks shown in Figure 2 were derived from basic
principles and the usual assumptions concerning
Ihermodynamic processes in steam/water systems.
Heat-transfer coefficients we're taken from the litera-
ture. The equations were linearized, approximated as
necessary, and implemented on the Dynamic Analysis
Facility in the Reactor Control Branch l ' \ The
simulation was then used to study the interactions
between the various variables.
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Figure 2 - Slock diagram of linearized reboiler-system dynamics.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF SUBSYSTEMS

Dynamic models of the subsystems shown in
Figure 2 were obtained from distributed- or lumped-
parameter representations, as explained below.

The block labelled 'condensation in a tube'
represents the process of condensation of primary
steam on the inside surface of the reboiler tubes,
where it releases its latent heat. This is a distributed-
parameter process, since the void fraction varies in
the direction of flow, decreasing from unity at the
inlet to zero at the condensing boundary. The
dynamic position of the condensing boundary
strongly influences the condensing hea! flow and the
exit subcooling. Following similar work on boiling
channels (2,3) we assume that:

(a) both the liquid and vapour are always
saturated and their properties are in-
dependent of space and time,

(b) the liquid and vapour velocities are equal at
any point.

With these assumptions, the continuity equations for
vapour and liquid and the energy equation for the
two-phase mixture can be rearranged into one partial
differential equation describing the propagation of
voids in space and time. We solved this equation
analytically for the case of a uniform condensing heat
flux and homogeneous two-phase flow ^ and
obtained a linearized differential equation for
implementation on the Dynamic Analysis Facility.
This part of the model describes the process from the
tube inlet up to the condensing boundary. The

remainder of the tube was simulated as a single-phase
heat exchanger with exit enthalpy determined by a
running average of heat flux.

One of the most important variables in the
reboiler system is the pressure inside the tubes. As
shown in Figure 2, this pressure, produced by the
surge tank model, determines the saturation tempera-
ture, and hence the heat flow through the tube walls,
and also the primary steam flow into the reboiler.
Since the pressure drop in the reboiler tubes is small
(< 10 kPa), we assume that the tubes and surge tank
share a common pressure, with saturated steam
moving freely between them. The water present is
modelled by two point masses, of which the first
consists of the saturated condensate in the tubes,
while the second comprises the subcooled water in
the surge tank and in the single-phase section of the
tubes. Allowance is made for saturation of the sub-
cooled liquid, but this did not occur in the simula-
tion. Both water masses communicate with
the common steam volume and water flows from
tubes to surge tank. The continuity and energy
equations for the three point masses are very similar
to a set derived earlier for a steam drum or pressurizer
( s ) and thus were readily linearized and implemented
on the Dynamic Analysis Facility.

In the heat conduction model, the two bulk
fluid temperatures are used to determine the heat
flows into and out of the tube material. The model
was obtained from the partial differential equation
for one-dimensional heat flow, with heat-transfer
coefficients calculated from standard correlations. A
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second-order lumped-parameter approximation was
then derived (6) foi implementation on the Dynamic
Analysis Facility.

The dynamics of the boiling process on the
secondary side of the reboiler are described by the
steam generation model. As for the surge tank, the
governing relations are the continuity and energy
equations for point masses of steam and water. Since
subcooling of the makeup water is slight (about 3.4
K), we neglect the presence of subcooling in a small
region of the water reservoir and assume that all
water and steam are in thermodynamic equilibrium at
all times.

The secondary steam raised in the reboilers is
transmitted to the heavy-water plant via a 2.6 km
long pipeline. The dynamic relationship between
steam flow and pressure at the entrance to the
pipeline is calculated by the model of the secondary
steam transmission-line. This model is based on the
continuity and momentum equations for com-
pressible, one-dimensional (axial), isothermal, low-
speed steam flow in a horizontal pipe. For small
perturbations in flow and pressure, the equations are
linear and can be readily solved in the frequency
domain to obtain the required relationship between
steam flow and pressure at the entrance to the
pipeline, assuming that the exit pressure remains
constant. This solution is shown by the solid lines in
Figure 3. Since this transfer function represents a
distributed system, it cannot be readily implemented
in a time-domain simulation. We obtained a low-order
approximation to it by matching the low- and high-
frequency asymptotes. The resultant lead-lag approxi-
mation is also shown in Figure 3.

Finally, the model of the primary steam flow-
control valve is based on the algebraic relation
between flow, pressure differential across the valve
and valve-stem position. An equal-percentage
characteristic was assumed, and the equation was
linearized to obtain the model used in the simulation.

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION ON A HYBRID
COMPUTER

We implemented the models, described above,
on the Dynamic Analysis Facility, using the
PDP-11/45 digital processor and one of the AD/5
analog processors. The simulation was constructed in
modular form, with separate patchboard areas and
scaling programs for each model. An in-house pro-
gram, the Set-up and Check-out Utility (SCU) was
used to optimize amplifier gains and to perform a
complete dynamic and static check. This check
proved invaluable for the detection of loose and
broken patchcords. Transport delays and a running
average were implemented on the PDP-11/45 com-
puter. The simulation could be run in real time or
100 times faster, thereby facilitating the running of
long transients.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation was tested to determine the
dynamics of the uncontrolled process. For example,
the model response to a step in the lift of the primary
steam flow-control valve is illustrated in Figure 4.

The first trace shows that an increase in valve lift
causes an immediate steam inflow into the reboiler
tubes and surge tank. This increase, however, is
quickly negated by a rise in the primary pressure,
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shown in the second trace. Because the primary
pressure, and hence saturation temperature, is now
higher, more heat flows into the secondary water, as
shown in the third trace. The increased heat input
raises secondary steam, causing the shell-side pressure
and secondary steam now to increase, as shown in the
last two traces.

These curves illustrate a range of time constants,
from a fraction of a second to tens of seconds, with a
dominate value of 21 s arising from the dynamics of
the secondary side.

In addition to the tests described above,
frequency responses were measured by the pseudo-
random binary sequence/fast Fourier transform
(PRBS/FFT) technique (7) , using a PDP-8 digital
computer with a graphic display to control sampling
and to display results. Typical plots are presented in

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

It is proposed to extend the simulation of the
reboiler system to encompass the subcoolers, deaera-
tor, measurement sensors, valve actuators, etc., to
provide a model of the complete Gentilly-1 steam
supply. This could then be linked to simulations of
the Gentilly-1 Generation Station, La Prade Heavy
Water Plant and, makeup wale: treatment plant to
provide a model of the total Gentilly-I/La Prade
complex. Such a simulation could be used to test the
proposed control strategy, optimize or revise it, and
to help solve problems during the commissioning and
early life of this nuclear complex.

E.O. Moeck
P.D. McMorran
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DEVELOPMENT OF
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
FOR FUTURE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Dual computers have been used for direct digital
control in CANDU power reactors since 1963. How-
ever as reactor plants have grown in size and com-
plexity some drawbacks to centralized control appear
such as, for example, the surprising large amount of
cabling required for information transmission.

Dramatic changes in costs of components and a desire
to improve system performance have stimulated a
broad-based research and development effort in dis-
tribution systems. Thi:; paper outlines the work
started four years ago at Chalk River.

Cnrtraliztd CompuUr Control of CANDU Poww

Plants — A Brief Rwicw

Experience with digital computer control of
nuclear power plants in Canada began in 1963 with
an experiment on the N R U research reactor at the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories'''. Since then, the
centralized dual computer system philosophy has
evolved as the key concept underlying the highly
successful application of direct digital control in
C A N D U * power reactors^-4) E a c r I generating unit of
a multi-unit station has its own fully duplicated
control system (Figure I ) located at the station's
control room. Field instrument cables for all units
converge to a central area. Both computers of each
dual system are operating at all times but only one
has its outputs connected to the controlling elements.
Whenever the "master" computer fails to perform a
task, its outputs are disconnected and the "hot-
standby" is switched into service.

Good overall performance has been achieved
using this configuration, and its application in all the
committed CANDU plants is well established. How-
ever, after more than a decade, the basic dual-
computer philosophy bears re-examination in the
light of advances in technologies and system con-
cepts.

The original motivation to centralize systems
was largely an economic one and reflected the tech-
nologies of the late sixties. At that time, the central

controller cost dominated the rest of the system and
design effort was concentrated on maximizing the
utilization of the controller. However, as the com-
plexity of operations increases, the funnelling of all
activities into the central processor results in ex-
cessive overhead, which is an inherent limitation of
this approach. In real-time applications, a sophisti-
cated operating system is necessary to supervise the
sharing of the central facility, e.g. task scheduling,
priority interrupt handling. A significant percentage
of the central processing power is wasted on es-
sentially non-productive activities, reducing the
number of tasks that could be handled in a given
time.

The design of a centralized system does not lend
itself to easy partitioning, thus making the organiza-
tion of large projects difficult. The software develop-
ment, in particular, generally depends on a few
persons, thoroughly familiar with the operating
system, to produce an integral program package
combining the requirements of widely different
design activities.

Since nuclear plants are designed for a life of 30
years, upgrading, expansion and maintenance of the
control system may be expensive and difficult. Re-
placing some of the key components of a centralized
system, e.g. processor or disk, without disrupting the
availability of the generating station is no easy task.

One startling aspect of overall centralization is

- *CANDU • CANada Deuterium Uranium
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the massive amount of cabling required to establish
all connections between the control area and the rest
of the plant*. Cable layout and installation are
complicated and costly. A further complication is the
large penetration into the containment area required
to accommodate the cables.

Distributed Computer Systems

Dramatic changes in the cost balance between
components, coupled with the incentive 'o improve
system performance, have stimulated a broad-based
research and development effort in distributed
systems** I5"7). Trie objectives being pursued are
many, e.g. resource sharing, increased flexibility,
improved reliability through dynamic allocation of
resources and incremental modernization.

The approach is still new, but the potential
benefits are attractive, so that an investigation and
evaluation program was started over four years ago at
the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.

Results of this work have been reported else-
where (°" ' "'. The primary purpose of this paper is
to summarize the main conclusion reached to date
and also to indicate the direction being taken in the
work program at CRNL.

Work Program at CRN L

While centralized computer-based systems are

*For example, each dual controller system for a
Bruce generating unit has about 3,000 analog and
1,800 digital input/output links (3) .

**ln simplified terms, a distributed system provides
more decision making capabilities at the "local" level
tailored to local needs. This contrasts with a cen-
tralized system where all processing capabilities are
placed in one central site.

widely accepted in real-time applications and con-
siderable experience exists with their design, little is
known about the practical difficulties confronting the
designers of distributed systems. A better perspective
may be gained, if the problem areas, identified by
studying a generalized design sequence, are compared
to the current technological base. The approach taken
was to build a design methodology for distributed
systems, through derivation and generalization, from
techniques established for centralized systems and
computer networks.

Selection of Architectures

System development projects are often plagued
by difficulties, e.g. delays, inability to meet ob-
jectives, and escalating costs, resulting from the lack
of a theory for system design. The situation could be
worse with distributed systems where new options are
opened, unless a methodology is developed to provide
designers with sufficient understanding of system
properties to predict performance and to generate
more accurate specifications. An analogy coald be
made with circuit theory where a set of basic com-
ponents with well-defined characteristics, e.g. R, L, C,
are combined to synthesize new circuit functions.
The objective is to arrive at a representation including
all necessary and sufficient components from which
system characteristics can be derived. A system
should ideally be characterized completely using a
minimum number of "independent components" or
"building blocks". The set of selected building blocks
together with the method of inter-connection and the
resulting interaction define the system architecture.
While in practice completeness and independence are
rarely achieved, the system architecture can be
tailored to match the specific requirements of each
application and to strike an acceptable balance be-
tween cost and performance.
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Figure 2 - A generalized design sequence for distributed
computer systems.

In studying the first two areas of the design
sequence for distributed systems, i.e. processing
dusters and data communications, it is concluded
that much experience can be derived from centralized
systems and networks. However, the design of a
distributed data base is more complicated as it is
influenced by the selection and specific implementa-
tion of a partitioning strategy. The magnitude of the
difficulty should not be construed as an intrinsic
property of distributed systems. To a large measure it
reflects the currently limited understanding of dis-
tributed data bases compared to processing clusters
and data communications. For example, the engineer-
ing trade-offs between "physical partitioning" and
"functional partitioning" have to be resolved both at
the system and data base levels.

Physical partitioning of a data base recognizes
the actual distribution of the process to be controlled
and attempts to bring the storage closer to the areas
of highest activity, i.e. near data sources and/or
demands. On the other hand, functional partitioning
tries to minimize the cost of system hardware and
simplify certain operations by grouping devices ac-
cording to capabilities and functions. When carried to
an extreme, this latter strategy implies the concentra-
tion of most data handling functions as in the
centralized approach.

A more detailed analysis of the data base design
considerations can be found in reference 9.

Generalized Design Sequence

Based on knowledge of the design processes for
centralized systems and data communication net-
works, a generalized design sequence has been derived
for distributed systems to illustrate the applicability
of established methods and to identify new problem
areas (Figure 2).

The first step in the sequence, the definition of
system requirements based on some understanding of
the application, is common to any design. However,
the selection of a partitioning strategy, an a priori
decision in centralized systems, becomes a critical
step in distributed architecture design. The choice
depends upon a thorough understanding of the
application as it requires the decomposition of the
global problem (process control), into its elements
(local data acquisition, processing, storage, man-
machine interactions, etc.). It has a direct influence
on the adequacy of the design and largely dictates the
relative difficulties experienced in the three major
design areas: (a) processing clusters, (b) data
communications, and (c) data base.

Experimental Facility

Many of the design issues raised in analyzing
distributed systems can only be resolved by ex-
perimentation and by actual implementation of
prototype systems. For this reason, a distributed
system developed facility, built around a versatile
communications medium, was established at CRNL
to meet the following objectives:

(a) to serve as a tool for developing distributed
systems and for investigating their char-
acteristics,

(b) to demonstrate a total information transport
capability which can be tailored to meet specific
system requirements, and

(c) to develop components needed in the design of
future distributed system for process control
and other real-time applications.

The successful application of distributed systems
depends upon the availability of a reliable, high
capacity, low cost communications medium. In order
to simplify the design tasks, the concept of Levels
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and Channels was formulated to provide a modular
solution that is adaptable to specific system require-
ments.

Each independent Level (Figure 3) is defined by
a set of rules corresponding to a range of capabilities.
Flexibility is assured as new Levels can be specified
and added, without causing disruptions, to meet
changing system requirements and to take advantage
of newer technologies.

Each Level can be repeated a number of times to
form independent Channels, all with the properties
specified by the Level. Channels are used either to
increase the data transmission capacity or to simplify
the design by decoupling, into smaller parts, sub-
systems with similar generic requirements.

Hardware and software interfaces provide access
to all the Levels and Channels required in a given
application. The interconnection patterns may be
dynamically modified to suit changing conditions.

Four communications levels have been defined
and are adequate for current requirements. Level 1 is
common to all system components and it provides
both terminal support capabilities and all necessary
functions. Level 2 is typically reserved for bulk
transfer of files between,subsystems in bursts lasting
less than 30 seconds each. Level 3 is a high speed
facility dynamically allocated for indefinite periods
to guarantee fast response between different sub-
systems. Level 4 is totally dedicated and is equivalent
to hardwire "strapping".

The hardware components, which utilize cable

television (CATV) technology, were selected as the
most promising in terms of flexibility, data transmis-
sion capability, noise immunity and low cost Œ)

A broad-band two-way coaxial cable (Figure 4)
is used to distribute data between users of the
facility. The Head End feeds a four-way splitter
which currently drives two cable runs. One cable is
approximately 200 m long, has provision for up to 20
taps, and remains in the same building. The Computer
Centre, which is in a separate building, has access to
the facility via a temporary baseband telco data link.
Eventually, the Computer Centre cable and the two
unused cables will be run to different buildings
requiring access to the facility.

The Head End Equipment performs two main
functions: "looping" of signals for Levels 2, 3 and 4
Channels, and data manipulation and switching for
Level 1. "Looping" permits position independent
transmissions by using a commercially available tele-
vision channel converter to receive signals in the
"Reverse" band and re-transmit them in the "For-
ward" band. A special Ticdem and an HP-21MX
computer with 16K words of memory are used to
perform the system operations required by Level I.

Access to the cable is gained by a tap and a
modem. Position independence of remote modems on
the cable is assured by having all transmissions routed
via the Head End Equipment (Figure S).

Sharing of a cable between Channels is accom-
plished by using Frequency Division Multiplexing
(FDM). Separate 100 MHz bands are used for trans-
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Figure 4 - Schematic of distributed
system development facility.

mission in each direction of the cable (Figure 6). This
permits commercially available "mid-band split"
amplifiers to be employed to extend cable runs up to
several tens of kilometres * ' ' if required. The
"Reverse" and "Forward" bands are both divided
into sixteen 6 MHz wide "sub-bands", following the
standard television frequency spectrum assignments.
Each "sub-band" is in turn sub-divided into twenty
200 kHz Channels. Currently, each Channel operates
at 48 kilobits per second (kb's"1 ). With this scheme,
320 Channels may be installed to p'ovide a total data
rate of about 16 Mb's"1 in each direction on the
cable. Other types of Channels requiring higher data
rates or dissimilar information formats (e.g. video

r

information) may be defined, resulting in different
bandwidths and total data rates.

Operating Experience

The hardware and software components of the
facility have been installed and are performaing satis-
factorily. A Level I Channel is fully operational
demonstrating one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-
to-many simultaneous conversations. Uncorrected bit
error rates on the Level 1 data paths are better than 1
x 10"' °, and the application of parity and block error
control procedures should be straightforward. After
over ten months of operation, no significant tern-

Figure 5 - Evaluation of modem per-
formance using spectrum analyzer and
bit error rate test set.
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Figure 6 — Cable frequency allocation.
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perature dependent problems and long-term drifts
were encountered with the CATV-based equipment.

The current work program focusses on the de-
velopment and evaluation of distributed system
building blocks. In particular, the facility is being
used as a tool in the design of the Reactor Data
Network (REDNET) system for the NRU ar.d NRX
reactors at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.

G. Yan
J.V.R. L'Archevêque
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LEAK DETECTION BY ULTRASONICS

The leakage of a fluid, vapour or gas can cause

reduced system efficiency, lost production, increased

maintenance costs and may constitute a potential

safety hazard. I t is desirable to know if the system

has any leaks and if so, where these leaks are.

Researchers at Chalk River have developed an ultra-

sonic device to detect the presence and accurately

locate such leaks in hostile environments.

INTRODUCTION

In the nuclear industry there is a need for a
remotely operated device capable of detecting and
locating a variety of leaks in hostile environments.
The environments foreseen were reactor faces, closely
entwined piping systems, close proximity to steam
drums and other high-temperature, high-pressure or
high - radiation areas where conventional inspection
methods might be hazardous. It was also envisaged
that the leak detection device would have the ability
to scan room size areas in a matter of minutes, thus
effecting a considerable saving in inspection time.

BACKGROUND

Liquids flashing into hot vapour, and steam and
gas leaks are loud sources of acoustic noise. However,
these noises are usually not very intense in the range
of normal human hearing, 20 to 20,000 Hz. The
acoustic noise from leaks is generally concentrated in
the ultrasonic region of 30,000 to 100,000 Hz. To be
able to detect and locate these Isak sounds requires a
highly directional ultrasonic ear. This criterion led to
the use of a highly directional parabolic microphone
able to listen in the 36,000 to 44,000 Hz region.
Extensive development work by Advance Engineering
Research and Quality Control Branches of AECL's
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories resulted in a
remote, automatic scanning and recording system for
this microphone. These features allow the parabolic
microphone to be placed quickly in the hostile
environment and to scan the area for any possible
leak sources, meanwhile being automatically con-
trolled by a control centre and operator far removed
from the location of the leaks.

EQUIPMENT

The heart of the system is a commercially
available ultrasonic microphone with parabolic re-

flector and amplifier. The entire ultrasonic leak
detection system (Figure 1) comprises three units:
the mechanical unit, control unit, and display unit.

Mechanical Unit: The mechanical unit consists
of the parabolic microphone mounted on a portable
stand. The microphone is fitted with dc stepping
motors to permit up and down, and side to side
rotation. Rotary potentiometers on the motor shafts
feed back the position of the microphone to the
display unit.

DISPLAY UNIT

MECHANICAL UNIT

CONTROL UNIT

MECHANICAL UNIT: position «MdbKk. motor controlled para-
bolic microphone

DISPLAV UNIT: X,Y s toop monitor ucillotcopt

CONTROL UNIT: «iMtrtmic supping motor control otntr»

Figure 1 - Ultrasonic leak detection system.
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1 wall reflection of 6, manual steam valve

2 floor reflection of 3, automatic steam pressure reducer

3 automatic steam pressure reducer and control valve

4 ceiling reflection of 5, automatic steam pressure reducer

_ST automatic stsam pressure reducer and control valve

6 manual steam valve

Figure 2 — Ultrasonic leak detection system — piping scan.
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Figure 3 - Room 501, U-2 loop. NRU Reactor.

Control Unit: The control unit supplies the
electrical impulses to drive the stepping motors that
sweep the microphone through its vertical and hori-
zontal movements. One can set the speed and the
traverse limits of the microphone with the control
unit.

Display Unit: The display unit consists of the
microphone amplifier and u recording device, usually
a storage oscilloscope or X, Y chart recorder, for
permanently recording a picture in ultrasound of the
area scanned with the microphone. The oscilloscope
beam or recorder pen is modulated by the sound
intensity from the microphone, while the rotary
potentiometers on the microphone determine the
position of the oscilloscope monitor pip or chart
recorder pen. The resulting record is a picture of the
area scanned by the microphone. Leaks are easily
seen as dark areas in an otherwise light field of view.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

The system proved capable of detecting and
locating steam pressure reducers and stearn control
valves from the ultrasonic energy they emit. Figure 2
illustrates the type of display which results on a
storage oscilloscope when an area of steam piping is
scanned.

The system proved capable of long-term
monitoring of hydraulic flow in piping systems. !<
could readily locate valves and pumps as sources of
ultrasonic noise and indicate changes in flow through
these components. Figure 3 illustrales the application
of the techniques to a semi-hostile environment:
Room 501, U-2 Loop in the NRU Reactor at CRNL.
Radiation fields in the room are typically 1 SO mR/h.
This room was monitored over a period of six weeks
and Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the ability of the
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system to distinguish different hydraulic flow condi-
tions associated with the reactor operating and the
reactor shut down. Large flows through throttled
valves generate much ultrasonic energy whereas fully
open or fully closed valves with low flow rates do
not.

The system demonstrated an ability to detect
and accurately locate an artificial air leak anywhere
within this room. The artificial leak was 0.0014 m3/s
(3 cubic feet of air per minute) at IS psi (I03.42 kPa)
escaping from a 9.5 mm (3/8") nozzle. This is very
difficult to detect with the human ear because of the
noise of the pumps and equipment in the room.
Figures 4c and 4d show that such a leak produces a
major change in the ultrasound pattern around the
general position of the leak. By reducing the sensitiv-
ity of the system, the exact source of the leak can be
localized to a very small area of the room. The
artificial leak is located even when hidden behind a
large diameter pipe. There is no direct visual path
between the leak source and the microphone, yet the
c::.«;i location of the leak is indicated correctly as
well as its back wall reflection which is less intense.

CONCLUSIONS

The ultrasonic leak detection system is capable
of:

1) Detecting and accurately locating steam and gas
leaks in the midst of a hydraulic piping network.

2) Detecting short- or long-term changes in the
hydraulic flow conditions through the com-
ponents of j piping network.

3) Operating rapidly in high radiation fields for
extended periods.

4) Scanning room-sized areas in a matter of
minutes and producing a permanent pictorial
record of the area scanned.

R.V. Murphy*

* Attached from New Brunswick Research and
Productivity Council.
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A PROTOTYPE NDT
INSPECTION DATA BANK

Existing reliability data banks'1 ' provide information

on items with catastropic failure modes. However,

many system components in a nuclear generating

station, e.g., the steam generators, have a time-

dependent degradation failure mode. Non-destructive

tests associated with this failure mode require a

different data base to permit predictive estimates of

the component service life and performance. A data

base suitable for this failure mode is presently being

tested at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.

INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of data, its use and subsequent
storage, is now an important aspect of non-destructive
testing. In particular, the use of improved eddy
current test techniques*2* with their emphasis on con-
tinuous analog signals has accentuated the ne< ' for
digital storage as a means of long-term data storage.
Experience indicates that only a small part of the
information contained in test signals is presently
being exploited. Hence storage of laboratory test
signals in their original form (for future study and
analysis) is important. At the same time the growing
requirement for pre-service and in-service inspection
tests has necessitated a much more rigorous form of
physical record keeping, particularly as these records
must be maintained over the entire thirty year
generating station life.

These requirements, i.e., large data volumes plus
high accuracy and fast retrieval, are usually met by
the incorporation of digital computers into the test
systems; both on-line and directly in the measure-
ment loop and also off-line as data processing and
archivai systems. The requirements for digital data
collection, storage and archiving systems have been
studied as part of the Quality Control Branch on-
going development program at CRNL on automated
non-destructive testing (NDT) inspection techniques
and systems. This work has resulted in the im-
plementation at CRNL of a computer-based proto-
type NDT data storage system.

PROJECTED RULES FOR NDT INSPECTION
DATA

Data storage is commonplace; any innovations in
the CRNL system are in the rules and techniques
governing access, e.g., the ease and speed of access
and retrieval. The rules adopted are:

1) All NDT inspection data, whether research, test,
or service, will be stored and accessed in the
same manner from the same data banks.

2)

3)

No external supporting documentation will be
required. All notes, comments, or details of a
particular test must be stored with the related
test data.

NDT inspection data must be readily accessible
from any remote terminal on the computer
system.

Implementation of the above depends on the
adoption of an efficient self-identifying label system
(CANDI L).

THE CANDI L LABEL

The CANDIL (Canadian ANalog ^Digital Jdenti-
fication _Laoel) identifier consists of a 40 character
code arbitrarily formed into two 20 character words
designated Word 1 and Word 2. Only a few major
code groups need to be recopnized to permit an initial
visual coarse sort of data files. Figure I gives details
of the word structure. Characters 13 through 20, for
Word I, are assignable by the code used in Word 2, as
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MORD 1 Code Croup Designations

Figure 1 - CANDIL structure.
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•CHARACTER!

•CODE GROUT

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

ORIGIN OF TESTS For group 1 - 1 Eddy current (steaa generator
tubes)

For group 1 * 4 Laboratory

For Group 1 - 1 Group 2 identifies the type of Instrument used
e.g.. Group 1 - 1 and Group 2 • 0 a Probolog was used.

For Group 1 • 2 Group 2 identifies the type of test
e.g.. Group 1 • 2 and Group 2 • 0 - eddy current tests

For Group 1 • Group 2 identifies the laboratory where the
tests were aade

e.g.. Group 1 - 4 and Group 2 • 0 - the data originated in
Laboratory #121 on the AECL/MACS computer systen

Code Croup 14 For eddy current tests this ls the test frequency In kHz
in the range 001 to 999.

NOTE: Word US character H] (il) représenta a space.

defined by Groups 1 and 2; similarly, characters 6
through 16 in Word 2. Code group 14 = <M4 in Woîd
2 identifies the test initialization file, i.e., the file
preceding data files(s) and containing the notes,
comments, and details relevant to the test. See Figure
2 for typical information.

DATA ENTRY INTO DATA BANK

Three modes of data entry are available for NDT
inspection data into the archives resident in the main
CRNL-CDC 6600 computing centre:

1) Direct - from a Quality Control Branch
computer-controlled eddy current test and
calibration system (AECL/MACS) via a
dedicated data link to the CDC 6600.

2) Indirect - via manually transferred 7 or 9
track digital data tapes obtained from other
compatible computer-controlled NDT
inspection systems, e.g., CANSCAN (an
automated steam generator tube inspection
system presently under development at
CRNL).

3) Indirect - from Frequency Modulated
(FM) analog source tapes via an inter-
mediate digital signal processing computer
to digital data tapes input as (2) above. The
overall route is outlined in Figure 3.

ANALOG CANDIL LABELS

To digitize FM analog tapes in a continuous
fashion, the CANDIL label must be recorded in
analog form suitable for reading by the digital signal
processing computer and transposing directly into
digital form on the digital data tape. A CANDIL
hardware unit was designed and built by Quality
Control Branch for this purpose (Figure 4). A visually
readable serial 4 bit Binary Code Decimal (BCD) code
was adopted and appears as shown in Figure 4 on the
chart recorder with the required CANDIL code
entered manually via the decade switches. In con-
junction with an FM tape recorder with a remote
control option, the CANDIL hardware can also be
used in the "Read" mode to search the tape for the
CANDIL number selected on the switches and stop
automatically when found.



CANDIL OATA TAPE NUMBER 0001 - STORED ON VSN T00492(03 /02 /77>

• 4 WOROS OF COMMENTS AND 4 ] WOROS OF DATA READ

INITIALIZATION INFORMATION FOR CANOIL OATA FILE

COMMENTS PROTOTYPE PROBE NO.32000061 TESTS
OVEN-TEMPERATURr-30-DEGïCT-wrrH
MOO I PROTOTYPE EDDY CURRENT INSTRUMENT

EAHfcWiMCN ItW HvhnWt U^HfctUHAft ~~
SITE CODE 00
DATE-TIME 77/03/08 - 13M5

FREOCKHZI 50.0*0
CAL TUBES TESTED 11 TO 3

INCREMENTS/POINT" 16000

START 00/77/03/08/A1990102 /40/1273200006ti/050
END 00/77/03/08/A1990102 /40/12732000061'/050

START 00/77/03/08/A2000102 /40/12732000061/050
END 00/77/03/Q8/A2000102 /40/12732000061/050

START 00/77/03/08/A2001102 /40/12732000061/050
END 00/77/03/08/A200I102 /*0/12732000061/050

Figure 2 — Initialization file.

(30 deg. C = 30°C; KHZ = kHz)
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CANDIL labelled FM analog tapes.
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mmmFigure 4 — CANDIL hardware unit for labelling FM
analog tapes.

Analog data can now be converted quickly into
digital data with the minimum of manual interven-
tion. When the intermediate stage digital data tape is
available at the computing centre, the associated
initialization tile has to be added as a separate task
>efore merging into the final NDT inspection data

archive files.

DATPAK - CRNL GENERAL PURPOSE MANAGE-
MENT PACKAGE

The NDT inspection data archives function
within the DATPAK data management package de-
veloped in 1973 by G.N. Williams and CD. Price
(Mathematics and Computation Branch) primarily for
the storage and retrieval of data. It was designed to:

1) allow the user to accumulate data from
different lests on a single magnetic tape,

2) automatically index data added to the tape,

3) inform the user of all functions being per-
formed including the tape footage used,

4) provide the user with an easy means of
listing the information on his tape(s),

5) allow the user to edit data tapes by creating
new tapes composed of selected data from
existing tapes.

The DATPAK tape format adopted starts each
tape with a user written label followed by a file mark
to indicate the start of file one, and data added to the
tape are automatically indexed with a file number and
a data block number. The latter are used to retrieve
specific data blocks.

DATPAK C.R.N.L»

OATPAK MPC LABEL

(VEH5. 2 .0 2B/»l/77>

CANDiL DATA TAPE NUMBER «0*1

F l l f HASK

FILE 1 OATA BLOCK •0/77/03/08/AI190I0? /40/12732000041/000

-FTtt 1 P*lA MLUt* ~2 »/TJ/0j^OH/A|V¥P|Ud tWldlUM*1bV&i*

FILE 1 OATA BLOCK 4 00/77/03/Oit/A2Q01102 /«0/127320«006l/05t

Figure 5 — DATPAK tape listings.

CONCLUSION

A typical DATPAK tape listing is shown in
Figure 5. This is intended to be the main record form,
i.e., the only one necessary to operate via a remote
computer terminal in an interactive mode. For ex-
ample, a user could call up the initialization files of
interest using the DATPAK file listing, examine them
on a CRT terminal, and then identify and examine
the corresponding data files. Thereafter the manipula-
tion, e.g., plotting, printing, or analysis of the data,
would be available to the user through his or other
user application programs.

The storage, access, manipulation, and usage of
NDT inspection data can be handled in the most
efficient manner with the minimum of duplicate
written data records or cross indexing. Perhaps as
important is the fact that the results of laboratory
experiments or site tests are immediately available to
other research, development, or application personnel
with access to the data base.

N.S. Wells
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THE CRACKING OF PRESSURE TUBES
IN THE PICKERING REACTOR

Small cracks in 17 of the 390 pressure tubes in Unit 3
of the 2056 MW (electrical) Pickering Generating
Station and of 52 tubes in Unit 4, resulted in each of
these units being out of service for many months. The
cracks originated at areas of extremely high residual
tensile stress produced by improper positioning of the
rolling tool used during construction to join the
pressure tube to its end-fitting. The mechanism of
failure was delayed hydrogen cracking.

INTRODUCTION

The performance of the 2056 MW(e)* Pickering
Generating Station has been extremely guod; the
station achieved net capacity factors of 83.4, 75 .1 ,
62.7 and 87.3% during 1973, 74, 75 and 76 respec-
tively. The relatively low capacity factors in 1974 and
1075 were caused by extended outages of the No. 3
and No. 4 units because of small cracks in some
pressure tubes. Unit 3 was out of service fu.ni August
U)74 to March 1975, and Unit 4 from May 1975 to
March l ( )76, to replace leaking tubes. The defective
pressure tubes were sent to CRNL where they were
extensively examined and tested.

The Pressure Tube Reactor

The Pickering Generating Station consists of 4
reactors or units of S14 MVV (e) each (Figure 1 ). The
pressure tube is the pressure vessel in the CANDU
(Canada Deuterium Uranium) nucleur power reactor;
pressure tubes rather than one large pressure vessel
contain the fuel and coolant. The power reactor
basically consists of a calandria. a large tank con-
taining the heavy water moderator, end shields, and
an w a y of Mentteal fuel channels which project
through the end shields and calandria. The main
components of a fuel channel are the pressure tube,
the calandria tube, the central spacers and the end
Tiltings. The capability to remove lubes from the
reactor proved to be of great value during the in-
vestigation of cracks in the Pickering pressure tubes.

•Electrical capacity.

Th* piessuic tubes of about fa m U 4 0 in.)
length, 4.1 mm (0.162 in,) wall thickness, and 103
mm (4.07 in.) inside diameter contain the fuel and
heavy water coulant ut about 9.0 MPa ( 1300 psi) and
566 K. (290°C). Cold-wjrked Zr.2.5 wt% Nb with a
design stress of 158 MPa (23,000 psi) at 573 K
(300°C) is the pressure tube material for current
C'ANDU reactors. The pressure tubes in a CANDU-
PHW (viressucize.il heavy wulct) iciieloi ate ixotv/.otUal
and subject lu internal pressure and to bending loads
due to weight of fuel and coolant. The ends of the
pressure tubes are rigidly joined to end-fillings of
stainless steel by rolled joints (see Figures 1 and 2).
The end fillings arc firmly supported by the end
shields. The tube is of simple geometry; there are no
weids or appendages. The only discontinuity is al in?
tube joint to the end Tilting.

Figure 2 shows the cross section of a rolled
joint. Three grooves are machined in the end fitting
bore. The pressure tube is inserted into the end fitting
covering the grooves. A tube expander is introduced
into (lie pressure tube through the end fitting (Figure
3). The tube is roll expanded into the end filling. The
tube wall thickness is reduced by 12 lo 13% and the
grooves in the end ruling, ate partially filled with tube
material which locks the tube to the end filling
producing leak tightness and axial strength. Although
the rolled join Is themselves have behaved perfectly,
improper rolling procedures during construction
caused cracks close lo the rolled join! in 17 pressure
tubes of Unit 3 and in 60 tubes in Unit 4. However,
before discussing the cracks in the tubes, the events
leading to the discovery of the cracks will be re-
viewed.

SO
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Figure 1 - Simplified diagram of Pickering reactor.
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Figure 2 - Rolled joint arrangement in Pickering reactor. Figure 3 - Cross section of a rolled joint during roll ex-

panding.
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Leak and Crack Detection

On August 10, 1974, when Unit 3 was being
relumed to service after a scheduled maintenance
outage, routine checks revealed heavy water leaks
into the system which circulates dry nitrogen gas
through the annulus between the pressure and
calandria tubes. The leaking heavy water was fully
recovered from the gas circulating system, and at no
time was there any hazard lo operator or to (he
public. Chemical analysis identified the water as
coolant from the primary heat transport system and
not moderator water, thus indicating the leak was in
the fuel channel. At this time, it was realized that the
pressure tube and end fittings from the leaking fuel
channel would have to be removed.̂  '

By August 17, the leaking channel had been
positively identified and preparations were made for
its replacement. The channel was defueled and
isolated by blanking off the coolant feeders. Repair
procedures were finalized and crews were trained on a
mock-up. The fuel channel was removed in 30
hours, ' and a new channel was installed in 8 hours.
After the first channel was replaced, a procedure to
dry the annular gas space was initiated. After this
procedure had been used for several days, a continued
high collection rate from the annulus gas system led
to the unpleasant conclusion that there must be
another leak. During the next few weeks two more
leaking channels were identified and replaced. Leaks
were found by an "acoustic emission" technique. A
probe was placed in turn on the end fitting of each
pressure tube. With the reactor pressurized, leaking
channels could be discriminated from non-leaking
ones by a characteristic increase in the signal ampli-
tude in certain frequency ranges.

Dusmg August and eatly September when the
first leaking channels were being replaced, the cause
of the leakage was still not known, but one of the
strong points of the Canadian nuclear power program
was already emerging, i.e. the ability to organize itself
and react when troubles occur. Before the first
channel was removed, the radiation safety, security,
transport, and numerous other service groups from
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and Ontario
Hydro, who were familiar with the transportation of
highly radioactive components, were being organized.
They prepared detailed plans and obtained clearances
to move the components which had radiation fields
of about 1500 R/h by special transport in heavy
shielded flasks to the Chalk River Nuclear Labora-
tories (CRNL) where numerous facilities exist for
handling radioactive components.

By September 10, pressure tests in the 'bays'

Figure 4 — Section of pressure tube containing crack
being examined in a shielded cave.

(water-filled trenches) had confirmed the leak to be
in the pressure tube near the end fitting at the
coolant inlet end of the channel. At this point
Canadian industry became deeply involved; a team
from Canadian General Electric with extensive ex-
perience in the design and development of rolled
joints for CANDU reactors, was called to help with
the investigation. At first, it was suspecter! that the
rolled joint had loosened and begun to leak. However,
after extensive ultrasonic testing and dimensioning of
the joint had been completed, the stainless steel end
fitting was cut away from the pressure tube and three
cracks in the tube were revealed- The cracks had been
hidden from view by the overhanging portion of the
end fitting (Figures 4 and 5). These cracks were all
located just beyond an unexpected ridge on the
outside of the pressure tube. The origin of the ridge
appeared to be associated with the rolling procedure
used. Dimensional checks on the rolled joint had
revealed that the rollers used during fabrication must
have extended beyond the parallel part of the end
fitting.

Ths Crack Investigation

FigUie 5 shows some of the important features
of the crack and joint, and Figure 6 is a view of a
typical crack. During October the examination of the
fuel channels removed from Pickering Unit 3 revealed
the following:
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a) Dimensional measurements in the tube and
rolled joint showed that the rolling tool had
been inserted about 13 mm (0.5 in.) too far into
the tube at the 'West' end during the rolling
operation. This condition is termed 'over-
extended' rolling. The rolling tool had thus been
expanding the tube for about 10 to IS mm (0.4
to 0.6 in.) beyond the hub (the parallel bore of
the end fitting), and in a region where the tube
has little support. (See position of taper and roll
in a poor joint, Figure 5.) The joints at the 'East'
end of the reactor were not as over-extended as
those at the 'West' end.

b) The cracks were about 13 to 20 mm (0.5 to 0.8
in.) long and were just inboard of the rolled
joints, where the tube is flared out during the
roll forming process. The crack initiation point
was close to the innermost point of contact of
the rollers (Figure S). The cracks had either
propagated through the tube wall or had propa-
gated almost through the wall with only a thin
web on the outside remaining.

c) The surface of the cracks showed that propaga-
tion was from the inner wall of the tube and was
in distinct bands (Figure 6). Each band was
oxidized a different amount. The first heavily
oxidized gray bands suggested the crack had
been exposed to the coolant for a long time. The
second black bands showed some oxidation, and
the last bands showed very light oxidation
suggesting very little exposure to coolant at
temperature.

d) Electron fractography of the oxidized crack
surface showed characteristics found in zir-
conium alloys that had failed by delayed hydro-
gen embrittlement."' •>)

e) Radial hydrides (i.e. zirconium hydride platelets
in the radial-longitudinal plane) existed in the
same circumferential plane as the cracks (Figure
5). The orientation of zirconium hydrides within
the pressure tube is normally circumferential.
Circumferential hydrides will reorient when
cooled under high tensile stress.

f) The hydrogen (plus deuterium) concentration
(about 15-20 ppm), the oxide layer on the inner
and outer walls of the tube, and the tensile
strength and ductility of the tubes were as
expected from previous experience.

g) There was little radiation damage in the region
of the cracks.

"̂  «oil, ExmM ^ \ \
I •« •« T« . " | MESSlrtE Tl

Figure 5 — Pickering rolled joint showing:

(a) relative position of rolling tool during
installation.

(b) position of radial hydrides and cracks in
a poor (over-extended) joint, and

(c) residual stress distribution on the inner
wall of a good and poor joint.

Figure 6 - View of cracked surface showing bands of
zirconium oxide.
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Rolled Joint Investigation

As soon as the 'over-extended' rolling was identi-
fied as a probable factor in the cracking of the tubes,
experimental stress analysis was initiated. By the end
of October, initial results indicated very high residual
tensile stresses on the inner wall at the same point as
the initation of the cracks. It was then confirmed that
over-extended rolling was the major contributor to
the cracking problem.

Possible reasons to explain the consistent over-
extension of joints were explored. Examination of
tools and procedures used for roll forming showed
that wear of the tool, cumulative tolerances and
stretch of the tool during rolling could account for
some incorrect or over-extended rolling of the joints
in the Pickering reactor. However, the major problem
appeared to be that the danger of over-extension had
never been foreseen and the rolling tool positioning
procedures used on each reactor did not specifically
prevent it. Another weakness was the lack of any
dimensional check on rolling tool position as a
quality assurance control after fabrication. Quality
control and records on all other aspects of the joint
were excellent.

Experimental stress analysis made in support of
the investigation into the cracking of the tubes
showed that:

a) over-extended rolling produces high residual
tensile stresses which are generally dependent on
clearances between pressure tub" and hub, tube
wall thickness variation, and rolling tool posi-
tion. Residual tensile stresses in the transverse
direction greater than 600 MPa (87,000 psi) can
be produced on the inner wall. There are longi-
tudinal and transverse (hoop) stresses due to
bending loads during flaring and rolling, and
transverse stresses due to an increase in lube
diameter. There are compressive (hoop) stresses
on the outer wall opposite the crack initiation
point. After one pressure-temperature cycle (at
coolant conditions) the stresses drop about 20%.
During the first 1000 hours of operation the
stresses drop another 15 to 20%; after 1000
hours the stresses continue to decrease but very
slowly.

b) the position of the cracks, radial hydrides, and
peak residual transverse tensile stresses, all co-
incided (Figure 5).

c) properly rolled joints have residual transverse
tensile stresses on the inner wail of about 14S to
300 MPa (20,000 to 48,000 psi), and the zone
of residual stress is closer to the end fitting.

A strain-gauging technique was selected for de-
termining the residual stress distribution because it
was a technique which was known and could be
applied on a mass production basis. It could also be
used in the shielded caves at CRNL on the joints
removed from the Pickering reactor. The measure-
ments at CRNL on joints with cracks showed a
transverse (hoop) tensile stress on the inner wall of
about 345 MPa (50,000 psi) and a transverse com-
pressive stress on the outer wall of about 140 MPa
(20,000 psi). There were also residual stresses in the
axial directions. The rolled joints at the coolant inlet
end of the channel had operated for 14,000 hours at
522 K (249°C). Results from stress-relaxion tests on
specimens from cold-worked Zr-2.5 wt% Nb tube
could explain the difference in stresses measured in
rolled joints simulating Unit 3 joints as installed, and
the irradiated joints removed from Unit 3.

Conclusions 1iom the Crack wi«J Joint tmesttgrôMK

The basic cause of the cracks was the high
residual tensile stresses combined with periods of cold
coolant and tubes, (t appears the hydrogen normally
found in pressure tubes (about 10 ppm) migrated to
areas of high residual stress on the inner wall where
the stress intensity factor at some discontinuity or
small defect was high enough to initiate cracking.
Crack propagation was by fracture of hydrides which
are brittle when cold. The cracks progressed outward
as far as the compressive zone under the hub a: the
rolled joint and inward as far as the zone of zero
residual stress in the pressure tube (Figure 5). Once
initiated, the cracks proceeded through the tube wall
by the repeated formation and fracture of the
hydrides at the tip of the crack when the heat
transport system was cold.' ' ' When the system
was hot, the hydrogen was in solution and crack
growth did not proceed.

Reactor Inspections and Fuel Channel Replacerient

The original searches carried out on Pickering
Unit 3 were aimed at detecting tubes with through-
wall cracks, allowing leakage. It was believed that
many other tubes may have contained small cricks
which were not through-wall cracks, which would
eventually propagate and leak. Inspection for such
cracks required development of an ultrasonic tech-
nique. Initially, this technique could only be applied
to a channel which had already been drained and
defuelled, a requirement that greatly limited the
number of tubes that could be inspected. A îater
development allowed one to install the equipment
into any channel without draining or defuelling.
Seventy joints were examined. Surprisingly, no cracks
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were found. This greatly increased confidence that
the cracking problem was limited to a few tubes.

While (hose involved with ultrasonic techniques
were fully occupied with the Pickering problems, a
group of eddy current specialists were enlisted to help
on the Bruce 2 reactor which was under construction.
During November, techniques were being studied in
the laboratories at CRNL for the detection of small
cracks using eddy currents. On December 1, a de-
cision was made to inspect all the tubes in the Bruce
Unit 2 reactor. These tubes had been over-extended
rolled. Eddy current probes were designed, fabricated
and proof tested, and a mobile home was equipped as
a data recording centre. The equipment and a nine
man team were sent to the Bruce reactor, and with
help from station personnel, all 480 channels were
inspected. The program was completed on December
19th. No cracks were found. The results indicated
that the rolling operation had not initiated cracking.

The ultrasonic and eddy current results gave
further confirmation that retubing of a limited
number of tubes and not of the whole reactor would
be required.

By January, inspections established that only 14
pressure tubes were leaking and had to be replaced.
Two shielded cabinets were fabricated and mounted
on the fuelling machine bridge. The cabinets could be
moved remotely to the desired channel. The per-
sonnel inside the cabinets worked through ports and
doors and were subject to low radiation levels. During
January and February 1975, the 14 pressure tubes
were replaced, and by the end of March the reactor
returned to service.

Safety Considerations

Pickering Unit 3 was not returned tc service
without extensive testing to confirm that the reactor
could be operated safely. The ultrasonic inspection of
70 lubes showed no cracks in those lubes. These
results were very encouraging but undetected cracks
could still exist in other pressure tubes. One of the
safety criteria is that 'pressure tubes will leak before
they break'. This was proven by the ."«ckering cracks;
the leakage was detected before the cracks grew to a
critical length, i.e. the length of a crack which would
propagate rapidly in an unstable manner at normal
operating temperatures -and pressure. Some of the
cracked tubes trom Pickering were tested in the
shielded cells at CRNL and at the Whiteshell labora-
tories. Thermal, pressure and fatigue cycles were able
to grow the cracks beyond the zone of high residual
stress, but only at rates comparable to crack growth
rales produced in standard tube tests (about 0.5 um

(2 x 10~6 in.) per cycle). Sections of Pickering tubes
were given artificial defects and burst to determine
the critical crack length. The length was greater than
70 mm (2.7 in.) and the same as the length estab-
lished by earlier experimenta^work on irradiated
pressure tubes. For an undetected crack to propagate
in reactor outside the residual stress zone (of about
20 mm (0.8 in.) length) to critical crack length would
require a great many thermal and fatigue cycles.

Burst tests on three joints with cracks showed
the strength to be greater than 620 MPa (90,000 psi)
at 247°C (520 K), i.e. the same or greater than the
joint strength as installed. The existence of cracks in
the vicinity of the rolled joints does not affect the
capability of the pressure tubes to withstand failures
due to other causes. The crack is protected by the
hub of the end fitting and is located within the end
shield tube sheet (Figure 2). Should undetected
cracks exist in some pressure tubes they would not
constitute a hazard to the safe operation of the
reactor.

Pickering Unit 4

On May 10, 1975, during startup of Pickering
Unit 4 after a planned outage, water was found in the
annulus gas system. On May 12 an acoustic emission
scan identified 2 leaking channels. The channels were
removed and shipped to CRNL where examinations
revealed cracks identical to those in Unit 3. An
extensive ultrasonic program was initiated; during
June and July over 300 joints were inspected. Signals
which were interpreted as cracks ranging from about
2 to lmm (0.1 to 0.7 in.) in length were recorded in
58 tubes. The existence of many cracks of various
sizes was quite different to the situation in Unit 3
where only large cracks of 13 lo 20 mm (0.5 to 0.8
in.) in length were found.

During the period July 1975 to January 1976,
50 fuel channels were removed from Unit 4, and
shipped to CRNL. The replacement of the 52 chan-
nels was completed in early 1976 and Unit 4 was
returned to service on March 25th. There was one
benefit, however, from this program; the large
quantity of tubes and rolled joints provided the
research and experimental teams at CRNL with a
good supply of test specimens; of particular value was
the broad range of crack size.

Crack Investigation on Joint» from Unit 4

All joints (i.e., the ones with cracks and the ones
at the other end of the channel without cracks) were
again examined using ultrasonic and eddy current
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methods as soon as they arrived at CRNL. This work
along with the opening up of a number of cracks in
the shielded cells, established the correlations be-
tween inspection signal and crack size. It was learned
that some of the signals which were initially inter-
preted as small cracks, were in effect either small
surface discontinuities or extremely small cracks. As a
result of these findings, 8 channels which had given
ultrasonic signals were lefl in the reactor since propa-
gation from such small defects if they were cracks
would be slow. Such cracks could be monitored or
removed at a iaier date. Crack propagation rates were
determined by installing joints with small cracks in
test loops and putting them through many cycles
simulating the shutdown and startup sequences of the
Pickering reactors.

The return of Unit 4 to service did not mean the
end of the investigation. Although we were confident
the reactors would operate safely, there was still
much to be done to define the 'threshold stress' at
which delayed hydrogen cracking could initiate and
propagate such that an adequate margin (or safety
factor) between design and operating conditions and
the 'threshold stress' could be established.

Of major importance was the development work
going on in Canadian industry (Canadian General
Electric, Hawker Siddeley and Ontario Hydro).
Strain-gauge investigations on experimental joints
along with extensive dimensioning or 'profiling' of
the flare area had established a correlation between
residual hoop stresses and the amount of flaring or
straining of the tube which occurs during rolling.
Some of the residual hoop stresses are due to the
springing of the tube to a larger diameter and some
aio due to bending effects by the rolls as they rotate
around the tube. The greater the clearance and the
more the amount of over-extension (which allows
expansion into the tapered area of the hub and has
much the same effect as greater clearance), the
greater the residual hoop stresses on the inner wall of
the tube. Furthermore it was established that with
increasing clearance the flare area (not the joint itself)
could be rolled askew;hence more springing or Baring
occurred on one side than the other. Residual stresses
of over 690 MPa (100,000 psi) were measured.

Although the residual stresses in the joints re-
moved from Units 3 and 4 had relaxed due to
operaiion, profiling of a large number of joints and
strain gauging of a few selected joints in the shielded
facilities confirmed that the cracks in general
originated where the initial residual stresses (i.e. as
rolled) were approaching 690 MPa. No cracks were
found in regions where the original residual stresses

were less than 550 MPa (80.000 psi). Work continues
to define this threshold more accurately.

When the first cracks were opened up and the
oxide bands were observed, it was realized that the
bands were probably associated with the periods
when the reactor was shut down and cooled.

A number of cracks from the Unit 4 joints were
cut out and subjected to further operation in water
simulating reactor coolant conditions, in autoclaves
and in loop facilities in the NRX research reactor to
establish the oxide bands as a time scale. The results
of these investigations showed that the 14 bands (the
three bands evident in Figure 6 are associated with
the change in colour of the oxide: sub-bands are not
easily seen in the figure) were directly related to the
14 major shutdowns of Unit 4, and the extent of
crack growth could be related to shutdown time and
temperature/4*

Also, the results on oxidation rates confirmed
that oxide thickness in each band was related to
operating time at temperature between shutdowns
and that no crack growth occurred in Units 3 or 4
during operation. Of most importance is the con-
clusion from this work that crack initiation occurred
early in the life of the tube, probably after the first
time the coolant system was at operating temperature
and pressure. In all joints examined there was no
evidence that cracks initiated at a later date when
residual stresses were lower because of stress relaxa-
tion at operating temperature. This again confirms
that extremely high residual stresses were required to
initiate cracking, and a small amount of stress relaxa-
tion dropped the residual stresses below the 'thresh-
old' level.

Fabrication and inspection records were kept at
Pickering on every pressure tube and rolled joint, and
these were examined in detail dusing the ciack in-
vestigation. One of the advantages of the pressure
tube as a pressure vessel is that a ring can be cut off
each end of the tube and kept as an 'archive'
specimen. These records and archive specimens
proved extremely valuable. Through a combined
effort of the non-destructive testing and materials
experts, a correlation was established between the
resistivity of the archive ring, the oxygen content,
and the susceptibility of tubes to cracking. Particular
batches of tubes had high resistivity which was
related to high oxygen content and generally high
strength. A tube with high tensile strength can retain
generally higher residual stresses. Most tubes with
cracks were tubes with high resistivity.

The work described here has been primarily
concerned with the work done on the tubes and
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cracks removed from Pickering. Needless to say, there
has been an extensive complementary program to
improve rolling procedures to reduce residual stresses
and to define parameters related to delayed hydrogen
cracking in both small test specimens and tube (joint)
specimens.

An important step in avoiding delayed hydrogen
cracking is to reduce the residual hoop stresses during
the rolling process. By avoiding 'over-extended'
rolling, residual stresses are reduced by one-half. Two
further methods of improvement have been proven.
One is by reducing the clearance between pressure
tube and the hub of the end fitting to close to zero
(heating the hub and cooling the tube to produce a
shrink fit). The other is to leave the initial clearances
unchanged and then stress relieve by heating the
flared area after rolling. With these improvements
residual stresses can be reduced to about 100 MPa
(14,500 psi) or less. A number of improvements have
also been incorporated in assuring good and uniform
quality during fabrication of the tubes to further
reduce the material susceptibility to delayed
hydrogen cracking.

SUMMARY

The cracks in the cold-worked Zr-2.5 wt% Nb
pressure tubes of Pickering Units 3 and 4 were a
consequence of improper positioning of the rolling
tool used to join the pressure tubes to the end fitting
during construction. The 'over-extended' rolling
produced high residual tensile stresses. The basic
cause of the cracks in a relatively small number of
tubes was the high residual tensile stresses in com-
bination with periods with the coolant and tubes
cold. Crack propagation was by fracture of hydrides
which are brittle when cold. When the heat transport
system was hot, the hydrogen was in solution and the
crack growth did not proceed.

The crack problem did demonstrate one ad-
vantage of the pressure tube as a pressure vessel. The
defective tubes were small enough to be removed
from reactor, thoroughly examined to identify the

cause of the cracking and thoroughly tested to prove
safety. Non-destructive techniques were quickly
adapted for inspections of tubes in Pickering. The
resources of Canadian industry along with those of
Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited were coordinated to define the stress state of
correctly rolled and over-extended rolled joints, the
corrective procedures required for existing joints, and
new procedures to be applied to all future rolled joint
operations.

Unexpected problems will occur in any program
as extensive as CANDU nuclear power; the capability
to identify and solve problems quickly is essential to
the program. The coordinated program conducted by
experts representing operator, fabricator, designer
and developer, effectively found engineering solutions
to the crack problem in Pickering Unit 3 and 4.

P.A. Ross-Ross
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